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Protocol
PART 1: MORGELLONS AND LYME BASIC PROTOCOL

MORGELLONS PROTOCOL WITH EXTENSION

LYME PROTOCOL WITH EXTENSION

UPON RISING

UPON RISING

UPON RISING

 1 tsp Sovereign Silver

 1 tsp Sovereign Silver

 1 tsp Sovereign Silver

BREAKFAST

½ HOUR AFTER RISING

½ HOUR AFTER RISING

 2 Complete Thymic Formula
 1 Essential Flora
 1 Magnifical
 1 Ubinol CoQ10

 1 Magnifizyme

 1 Magnifizyme

BREAKFAST

BREAKFAST

LUNCH

 2 Complete Thymic Formula
 1 Essential Digestion
 1 Liver CS Plus
 1 Essential Omegas
 1 Ubinol CoQ10
DINNER

 1 Essential Flora
 1 Essential Digestion
 1 Liver CS Plus
 2 Essential Omegas
BEDTIME

 2 Magnifical
 1 tsp. Sovereign Silver

 2 Thymic
 1 Essen Flora
 1 Magnifical

2 HOURS AFTER BREAKFAST

 2 Thymic
 1 Essen Flora
 1 Magnifical
 1 CoQ10

 1st Dose of WPS

2 HOURS AFTER BREAKFAST

LUNCH

 1st Dose of WPS

 2 Thymic
 1 Digestion
 1 Liver CS
 1 Omegas

 1 CoQ10
 1 Candida Rid

 1 MSM

LUNCH

 1 CoQ10
 1 Candida Rid
 1 Olive Leaf

 2 Thymic
 1 Digestion
 1 Liver CS
 1 Omegas

DINNER

 1 Essen Flora
 1 Digestion
 1 Liver CS

 1 Candida Rid
 1 Vitamin D3
 1 Monolaurin

 1 CoQ10
 1 Candida Rid
 1 Olive Leaf
 1 Monolaurin

DINNER

 2 Omegas
 1 Olive Leaf

 1 Essen Flora
 1 Digestion
 1 Liver CS
 2 Omegas

½ HOUR BEFORE BEDTIME

 1 Olive Leaf
 1 Vitamin D3
 1 Monolaurin

 1 tsp Sovereign Silver
 2 Magnifical

½ HOUR BEFORE BEDTIME

BEDTIME

 1 tsp Sov Silver

 2 Magnifizyme
 2nd Dose of WPS

BEDTIME

 2 Magnifical

 2 Magnifizyme
 1 MSM
 2nd Dose of WPS

TIP: To keep supplements organized, you can buy plastic pill bags like these (click on image to take you to Amazon).
Then write on them B for Breakfast, L for Lunch, and D for Dinner with a permanent marker. Once you fill the bags,
keep them separated in 3 separate containers. Label containers Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner. https://www.amazon.
com/gp/product/B0194CUOAK/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
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Supplements
All this information in on the website. All
of the discount codes are listed for free in
the thread, “PLEASE USE THE DISCOUNT
CODES”, and anyone can use them. You
do have to pay 5 dollars to see them on the
Protocol page.

BASIC SUPPLEMENTS
All of the basic core supplements will be
ordered from this company. There is a
31% discount for the Morgellons and Lyme
Support Kits.
You can receive a 10% discount on other
Logos products with the codes MORG10 or
LYME10. Click here to visit website.

WATER PURIFICATION SOLUTION
(WPS) DROPS
This is used at the third part of the protocol.
This part needs to be used with special care.
You should talk to Mel to ensure that you
follow it correctly. Click here to visit website.
Make sure that you
get the kind with Citric
Acid, not the kind with
Hydrochloride Acid.
You get a 5% discount
from Healthy Way by using
the code TDS.

PH STRIPS
These can be purchased on Amazon.
It’s ideal for the body to be in a slightly
alkaline state as disease thrives in an acidic
environment. You should check your urine
first thing in the morning to test your body’s
pH. Preferably you want to be in the 6.0-7.0
range if possible.

SOVEREIGN SILVER
Once you join the
forum, you can
purchase this also at a
discounted price when
you give the MORG20
discount code when
you order by phone
at 1-888-328-8840.
Alternatively you can
purchase from Amazon
if the deal there is
better. Can also be purchased on Amazon if
the price is better.
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FAQ’s
HOW LONG DOES ONE HAVE TO STAY ON THE PROTOCOL?
Although the internet is teeming with
offers of “instant cures” for Morgellons,
the unfortunate truth is that there is no
silver bullet. Repairing and restoring one’s
bioterrain takes time and commitment
to make the necessary changes in one’s
lifestyle choices.
It has been found that eighteen months is
the typical amount of time for adults with no
other significant health challenges; not as
long for children, as their immune systems
seem to respond much quicker than adults.
However, within three months of fully
committing to the protocol, most people
have consistently reported stabilizing their

health and regaining their ability to function
and be productive. From there it becomes
about isolating remaining challenges and
strengthening their natural defenses.

“I stopped all prescription medications at eighteen months. Three years
into my recovery and still symptom free, I continue to take the Logos
supplements and have no plans to stop using them. Everything about the
Burgstiner Wellness Protocol makes sense to me for maximizing my health
long term.”
“I still take WPS or Sovereign Silver occasionally if I feel tired or get
exposed to a cold or virus, as well as various other Logos formulas as
needed (i.e.- Adams Vitality prostate support, Joint Marvel, an occasional
cleanse or Candida Rid when I get lax in my diet).”
“I am looking forward to adding their new greens drink to my regimen as well
as the MagnifiZyme therapeutic enzyme formula John B is so excited about...
all of us should be taking that to control inflammation, boost immunity
and “clean house” in our body. Especially those who have recovered their
productivity but still occasionally deal with nagging symptoms from infections
that are “dug in” to biofilms. For those people, MagnifiZyme may be the
missing link to complete freedom.” – Mel Friedman
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WHERE DO I BEGIN?
First order the protocol products. Go to the
protocol page and read it at least twice. Print
out a copy and keep it in the place where
you store your supplements (a cool, dry dark
place is best).
It is recommended that the supplements be
started for 35 days prior to adding the WPS.
This is to give the body’s detox systems a
chance to catch up. The Sovereign Silver may
be added immediately.
The Morgellons Support Extension Kit was
developed by Logos Nutritionals after I got
well as a result of ongoing research and
experiences with Morgellons sufferers. In
order to optimize detoxification pathways
and minimize herxheimer reactions, the
Extension Kit products should be added as
you start your second month of the protocol.

Study the protocol page to familiarize
yourself with the protocol as it has evolved
to date. The time spacing for the various
supplements is significant because it allows
each part of the protocol to maximize itself.

“I am aware of the demands, changes and challenges that lie ahead.
Although it may seem like a very dark road, I assure you that many
have followed me through the tunnel and back out into the light of
good health.” – Mel Friedman
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WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO USE WPS?
WPS is an oxidant that is only active in the
body for a short time (one to two hours). Some
of the nutrients in the protocol (such as the
vitamin C found in Complete Thymic Formula)
may inactivate the WPS if taken together, so it
is important to keep the WPS separated from
any antioxidants in your regimen.
WPS is a combination of equal parts of
sodium chlorite and citric acid.
First week you start by total of 2 drops per
day. 1 drop of WPS in the morning (a.m.) And
1 drop of WPS in the evening (p.m.)
Do this for one week then each subsequent
weeks follows you increase by one drop.
For example:








2nd week: total 3 drops per day,
1 drop in a.m., 2drops in p.m.
3rd week: total 4 drops per day,
2 drops in a.m., 2drops in p.m.
4th week: total 5 drops per day,
2 drops in am, 3 drops in p.m.
5th week: total 6 drops per day,
3 drops in a.m., 3 drops in p.m.
6th week: total 7 drops per day,
3 drops in a.m., 4 drops in p.m.
7th week: total 8 drops per day,
4 drops in a.m., 4 drops in p.m.
And so on until you reach max total
14 drops per day, 7 drops in am,
7 drops in pm

You stay on this until you herx.

Experience has taught
us the importance and
enhanced effectiveness of
pulsing a lower dose twice
per day instead of taking a
higher dose once per day.
Optimal results are being
attained using a low but
therapeutic dose (working
up to 3 to 7 drops
according to individual
tolerance) twice per day which increases the
exposure of pathogens to the WPS but gives
the body ample opportunity to keep pace
with the detox burden.
The FULL MOON Protocol:
For three days before and after the full-moon
peak, you divide your WPS dose in thirds.
For example if you are taking a total of 6
drops per day, you will take 2 drops three
times per day which totals 6 drops.
A good schedule to follow would be to take
the first dose at 10:30 am, the second dose
at 3:30 pm and the third dose at bedtime.
You have to be extremely careful to allow
the full two hours between your WPS and
your other protocol supplements. The 10:30
supplements are not affected so they are OK
to combine with WPS, but the 8:00 am and
12:30 pm supplements have to be taken a
full two hours away from the WPS. You need
to be precise with your timing and return
immediately after the six day cycle of the fullmoon (three before and the three after) to
your regular dosing.

Any questions or concerns should be directed to Mel!
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WHAT IF I CAN’T AFFORD ALL THE PARTS OF THE PROTOCOL?
We all have a private side to our being and
may not wish to disclose every little detail
about our personal lives and/or finances.
This was a struggle for me, as it may well be
for others.
In my bankruptcy appearance of October 1,
2009, the court appointed trustee dismissed
my case. I am not sure if she felt bad for
me because the way I walked or because of
the hundreds of visible scars on my neck.
Nonetheless, when I got to my car, I cried like
a baby, much as I am now as I reveal this to
you all.
In life we all have choices, so this is what
I did:
I stopped using my car, cut down use by
90% (gas is not going to get cheaper),
and changed my diet completely. The diet
change was healthy and saved me money as
the wrong foods actually cost more.
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I could then afford my medications and
supplements. Remember, “If you do not have
your health, you have nothing”!
Toughen up; one must be brave to beat
our disease!
That being said, over the years we have
tried to help as many of you as possible who
for reasons beyond your control could not
afford to purchase the protocol items you
so desperately needed. Unfortunately, it has
been impossible for me to personally fund
the purchase of products for all who need
and deserve them.
We pray that the formation of the non-profit
corporation (He Cures All Foundation) will
help provide the funding required to meet
the ever increasing need.
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WHAT CHANGES DO I NEED TO MAKE IN MY DIET?
The optimal diet for most people is an
alkalinizing diet of veggies, fruits, nuts, and
seeds, while limiting meat and avoiding dairy
and anything processed... especially refined
carbs (to help control the fungal component
of coinfections).
While all of that is basically true, it is also
true that there is no one right diet to fit all
people. There are several excellent articles
on the Logos website that address this issue
in detail, such as One Man’s Meat is Another
Man’s Poison, Metabolic Typing and its Role
in Weight Loss, and You are What you Eat.
It is wise to start educating yourself and to
start learning from your own experiences
as well. Soda is a huge no-no. Not just for
Morgellons sufferers, but for general health.
Read labels, or better yet, make it from
scratch.
Stay away from unhealthy fats (they are in
most processed foods). Olive oil, coconut oil
and organic butter are great. No canola, soy,
safflower, etc. Vegetable oils have actually
been linked with the rise of heart disease
over the last century, not saturated fat as we
were lead to believe. Good quality (grass fed,
organic) beef and buffalo are great for you (in
moderation).
And exercise!!! Super important.
Remember, there is no one diet that is right
for everyone... we are all different. Some
are fast oxidizers; they do well with a higher
percentage of protein in their diet. Slow
oxidizers need more carbs.
The science behind it gets complicated, but
it all boils down to taking control of your
food intake - quality and quantity - and
listen to your body to see how it responds
to different foods. Then make changes
accordingly.
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Start with the foods God provided for us and
leave all the boxed and artificial stuff alone.
All it does is feed the sickness industry.
For additional information on diet, take a
look at the Articles and Diet page, or if you
are a member of the forum, on the thread
entitled: Delicious Ideas for your Dining
Enjoyment / recipes 2019-2016.

THE THEORIES
From the beginning theories have abounded
as to what Morgellons is and what cause(s)
are behind it. As you can see, these videos
have been around for over a decade, so
know that you are not delusional. We hope
you share these videos with friends and loved
ones so they have a better understanding of
what you are going through and that toxic
diseases are real.
Those who did not give up Hope got well.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_
continue=3&v=xsiJpuARHcE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_
continue=1&v=45JplUdZfXA
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FIVE MOST COMMON REASONS FOR FAILING TO ACHIEVE
DESIRED RESULTS
1. THE INABILITY OR UNWILLINGNESS
TO REMOVE ONE’S SELF FROM A
TOXIC ENVIRONMENT (such as fungus
or mold) which results in continuous
overburdening of the body’s immune
and detox systems - and chronic
inflammation.
2. THE MIXING OF PROTOCOLS,
which almost always seems to create
an imbalance.
3. THE MISUSE OF THE PRODUCTS...
especially WPS. We have found that
when people try to rush the process
along, their detoxification pathways get
overwhelmed. They become frightened
and frustrated, and choose not to
continue the protocol.
4. PARTY HARDY. We have found so many
people - including myself at first- once on
the protocol for a time, feel so good that
they break their diet, stop taking their
meds, and don’t get enough rest.
They go out and eat all the wrong foods
and otherwise indulge themselves. This
of course is quite understandable, but it
comes at a high price.
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5. NOT FOLLOWING THE PROTOCOL
AS IT IS LAID OUT. The protocol itself
is not so simple. For this I apologize, but
the implementation of the regimen as
described on the Protocol Page worked
for me, is working and has worked for
so many others. It requires courage,
dedication, determination and time.
Not everyone is willing to make the
commitments necessary.
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Grocery Items
FLOUR/BAKING

MEATS

 Almond Flour

For meats you don’t have to get organic, you
can get the kind that says “no antibiotics,
no hormones, grass fed”. It’s much
cheaper. For fish you want to make sure you
get “wild caught”, not “farm-raised”. And
you can get the frozen kind in the bag that
has several fillets.

 Coconut Flour
 Pork Rind Panko
 Unsweetened shredded coconut (Let’s Do





Organic Brand, and Bob’s Red Mill)
Flaxseed Meal
Chia Seeds
Unsweetened Cocoa Powder
Organic Almonds, Pecans

DRINKS

 CHICKEN of all kinds: thighs, breasts,



 Unsweetened coconut and almond milk
 Raw and unpasteurized Saurkraut Juice

(might be able to find cheaper in stores)
(Only drink a couple sips at a time, it’s very
strong. This helps with digestion)

BUTTERS/SPREADS
 Almond milk cream cheese (Kite Hill)
 Organic butter (Kerry Gold is good brand)
 Organic unsweetened Almond butter








wings, drumsticks
GROUND MEAT: beef, chicken, turkey
FISH: Haddock, Cod, Flounder, Salmon,
Shrimp, Scallops (Wild Caught only)
BEEF: roasts, stew meat, steak, and
ground beef
PORK: eat in moderation
SAUSAGE that doesn’t contain any sugar,
nitrites or nitrates
(sold at some Grocery stores).
BACON (sugar, nitrite and nitrate free)
LUNCHMEAT: turkey, chicken, beef,
pastrami (sugar, nitrite and nitrate free)

 Tahini

CONDIMENTS

 Unsweetened coconut or almond yogurt

 Organic Yellow and Brown Mustard with

(most likely at Organic Grocery Stores)

CANNED/BOXED
 Unsweetened Coconut Milk and Heavy







Cream (Native Forest Brand is good)
Artichoke hearts in water
Salmon (low mercury)
Tuna (low mercury)
Organic Green olives in water
Organic Chicken, Beef and
Vegetable broth
Organic Tomato Sauce (unsweetened)
(Muir Glen is a good brand)
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Apple Cider Vinegar (Eden Foods Brand)
or Annie’s Organic Horseradish Mustard
 Ketchup
(Westbrae Natural Brand) (no sugar or
white distilled vinegar or see recipe)
 Apple Cider Vinegar
(no other kinds are acceptable) (Bragg’s is
a good brand)
 ChocZero’s, and NuNaturals Maple Syrup
(ChocZero is sweetened with monk fruit
and NuNaturals is sweetened with stevia.
You can order on Amazon [use sparingly
and make sure no reaction])
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OILS

SPICES

 Olive Oil

 Avocado Oil

 Coconut Oil

 Grapeseed Oil

VEGETABLES
 Low Sugar, low starch vegetables.

















(No: potatoes, yams, sweet potatoes,
peas, carrots, parsnips.)
You can get frozen organic to make
it easier.
Frozen “Riced” Cauliflower
(great rice substitute to add to many
dishes, stock up on this item)
Mixed organic greens
(buy big packs that are triple washed)
Lettuce for salads and avocado tuna salad
with lettuce boat
Green peppers
(if bought frozen it is easier and no
chopping involved)
Celery and cucumbers (for snack boats)
Avocados
Turnips
(good potato substitute for soup, breakfast
hash browns, and mashed)
Onions
Garlic
Fresh Cilantro, Parsley and Basil
Sauerkraut (raw unpasteurized only)

 Only LEMONS and LIMES right now. You

can buy juice so that you don’t have to
buy so many that have to be squeezed for
recipes. Such as these brands for lemon juice
and lime juice. Later when you doing better
you’ll be able to add a little low sugar berries
and maybe some grapefruit.

 Noodles: “Skinny Pasta” or “Better than

Noodles”
 Teas: Pau d’Arco, Red Rooibos, and Cistus
all have antifungal properties

DO NOT EAT
 SUGAR










SWEETENERS
 Stevia drop or powder (most safe)

(make sure it is pure and isn’t mixed with
xylitol, eryithritol, or maltinol) (Sweet Drops
is a good brand)
 Monk Fruit (Lakanto Liquid Monkfruit,
order from Amazon). Use sparingly and if
you get a reaction, stop using.



Cumin
Oregano
Rosemary
Paprika
Chili Powder
Ginger
 Mustard Powder
 Dill







OTHER



FRUITS
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Turmeric
Garlic Powder
Basil
Sage
Parsley
Cinnamon
 Clove
 Onion Powder
 Allspice












(no sugar of any kind such as: honey,
agave, molasses, maple syrup, jelly, or
sugar alcohols such as: xylitol, erythritol
and maltinol)
SUGAR SUBSTITUTES
(no man-made sweeteners such as:
Splenda which is sucralose, Equal which is
aspartame, or Saccharin)
FRUIT (only lemons and limes)
HIGH CARB VEGGIES
(carrots, peas, parsnips, yams, potatoes,
sweet potatoes are to be avoided)
MUSHROOMS
(they are a type of fungi)
DAIRY
(only organic butter)
COFFEE
(drink noncaffienated herbal tea instead)
CAFFEINE
(it’s OK to occasionally drink organic green
tea and unsweetened cocoa powder)
GRAIN (Do not eat ANY kind, including
brown rice and quinoa).
BEANS, LENTILS and CHICK PEAS
(contain high amounts of carbs, so it is
best to avoid them.)
PEANUTS and peanut butter
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Meal Planning
DINNER IDEAS

SIDES
 Avocado Fries

Chicken
 Chicken Tenders or Fried Chicken breaded

with Almond Flour
 Chicken with skin cooked in oven until
crispy (season with salt and pepper)
 Chicken Cacciatore
(see recipe)
 Lemon Pepper Chicken

Beef

 Riced Cauliflower

(can add veggies and chopped green
olives to add flavor, as can make it Mexican
by adding chili powder and cumin, or make
it Indian by adding turmeric and curry)
 Mashed cauliflower or turnips
 Steamed, roasted or boiled veggies

LUNCH IDEAS
 Left-over dinner
 Wrap sandwiches made with chicken, tuna

 Hamburgers
 Meatloaf









(rice cauliflower instead of bread crumbs,
or left over almond biscuits)
Meatballs
Organic unsweetened sausage
Pot Roast
Tacos or Burritos with Almond Flour
Tortillas or wrapped in lettuce
Stews
(no carrots, use cauliflower or turnips
instead of potatoes)
Chili with a only a few beans









Fish

BREAKFASTS

 Salmon or Tuna Patties
 Fried Fish breaded with Almond Flour
 Steamed Fish cooked in Vegetable

Steamer

 Scrambled, boiled, fried eggs


Chicken/Beef/Shrimp/Sausage



 Soups



 Chicken or Beef (or sugar free sausage)

stir-fry with riced cauliflower and other
veggies
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fish, salmon.
Soups
(egg drop is very quick and easy)
Salads
(add shrimp, chicken, tuna)
Hamburger
(good with Almond Biscuits)
Salmon or Tuna Burgers
Sugar-free sausage
(in tortilla, or with something else. Or fry
with some mixed greens and onions.)
Egg salad
(put on tortilla, lettuce wrap, scoop into
celery or cucumber boat, or add to salad)



(add left over chili for added flavor)
Quiche
(make in bulk to freeze)
Flaxseed Hot Cereal
Almond Flour low carb pancakes
(make in bulk to freeze)
Sugar free sausage (can make homemade
sweetened with stevia)
Almond biscuit with almond butter, or
regular butter
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CARBS

SNACKS

 Pancakes made with almond/

 Biscuit with almond butter, or butter







coconut flour
No-bake almond butter cookies
Almond Crackers, Tortillas and Biscuits
Red lobster biscuits in a mug
Low-carb chocolate cake in a mug
Cauliflower Turmeric Flatbread

 Boiled eggs
 Deviled eggs
 Almonds
 Pumpkin seeds
 Celery boat with almond butter
 Celery boat with egg salad

DESSERTS

 No-bake cookies

 Chocolate cake in mug

 Red lobster biscuit (see recipe)

 No-bake cookies

 Kale chips

 Chia Seed Pudding

 Almond butter crackers with dip or salsa

 Sugar Free Coconut Ice Cream

 Organic turkey, beef, pastrami lunchmeat

 Chocolate coconut milk whip cream

without sugar or nitrates. Use as a wrap
and fill with egg salad or avocados.
 Flackers (flaxseed crackers)

 Green Olives

 Coconut Macaroons

DIPS
 These are really great with the almond

flour crackers
 Artichoke Hummus dip
 Olive Tapenade
(see recipe in Dips Section)
 Salsa without vinegar, use lime instead.
(make homemade, put in food processor:
tomatoes, onions, cilantro, lime juice,
organic canned chilis, salt and pepper)

TIPS: KEEP IT SIMPLE IF YOU DON’T HAVE THE ENERGY TO COOK.
Just make some meat, a veggie, something with fat, and a small
amount of carbs (look under carb section).
For the Meal Schedule (on the next page), try to come up with a
formula to make it easier for yourself. For example, chicken dinner
- 2 times per week, beef dinner - 1 time per week, veggie dinner - 1
time per week, fish dinner - 1 time per week, leftovers - 2 times per
week, etc.). The more you use the Meal Schedule, the easier it will
get to plan your meals for the week. Plus there are several recipes
to choose from which you can alternate. Make a note of the
recipes that you like the best.
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Meal Schedule
Monday

GROCERY LIST

Friday

BREAKFAST:

BREAKFAST:

LUNCH:

LUNCH:

SNACK:

SNACK:

DINNER:

DINNER:

DESSERT:

DESSERT:

Tuesday

Saturday

BREAKFAST:

BREAKFAST:

LUNCH:

LUNCH:

SNACK:

SNACK:

DINNER:

DINNER:

DESSERT:

DESSERT:

Wednesday

Sunday

BREAKFAST:

BREAKFAST:

LUNCH:

LUNCH:

SNACK:

SNACK:

DINNER:

DINNER:

DESSERT:

DESSERT:

Thursday
BREAKFAST:
LUNCH:
SNACK:
DINNER:
DESSERT:

Print multiple copies for filling
out manually or you can fill out
electronically if you don’t have
a printer.
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Freezing
From post on Forum: Freezing – a huge help
(see this post for other ideas)
I have recently purchased some containers
from Amazon that are specifically for freezing
foods. I got two different sizes and found
that I have had a need for both.
If you’re like me, you probably get sick of
leftovers. I used to put my leftovers in a big
tupperware and then store it in the fridge.
However, after a few days of eating the same
leftovers, I’d get sick of eating it and the
food would get old and need to be thrown
out. This is also a big waste of money and
depending on how long it’s been in the
fridge, can be very unpleasant to clean out
the rotten moldy food.
Often times I’ve had a difficult time cooking
meals because of the lack of energy I have
caused by this disease. So I thought I should
make the most of it for the times when I
actually did have the energy to cook. So that
being said, I decided that I’d purchase some
containers that were specifically for freezing
food. I also purchased some freezer labels
as well so that I could write the date and
contents on each container. Now when I cook
(and often times I double the recipe), instead
of putting the leftovers in the refrigerator,
I put the food in the single portion freezer
containers and freeze it immediately.
Depending on how much food I make I can
freeze anywhere from 3-12 containers from
the one meal alone. Very quickly the food
started to accumulate in my freezer giving me
several options to choose from.
The diet that goes with the protocol can
be very challenging and I have found that
it can be difficult to figure out what to eat.
Sometimes causing me to even skip meals
or to dread eating the same foods day in
and day out causing the food to become
unappetizing. However, now since I’ve
started using these freezer containers I can
easily find something to choose from. Now
it’s just a matter of taking the container out
of the freezer and reheating its contents.
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So the actual cooking starts to become less
because there’s so much to choose from in
the freezer.
The best way to remove the food from the
container is to heat it in the microwave for
about 40 seconds, or run it under hot water.
Then it should easily come out of the container.
From there you can heat it on the stove, oven,
or microwave (however you prefer).
The freezer labels I use are removable, so
long as you don’t get them wet (best to
remove right you to get it out of the freezer).
So before you put them in the sink to wash,
make sure you remove the labels. This is the
brand I use: https://www.amazon.com/WhiteRed-Inch-Freezer-Labels/dp/B000MF8VPO/re
f=sr_1_5?ie=UTF8&qid=1539723218&sr=85&keywords=freezer+labels
These are the freezing containers that I
use: https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/
B00HG8YTB0/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o08_
s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
I’ve ordered both the 8 and 16 oz containers.
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Recipes
Click on the category picture to go to each recipe section.

BREAKFAST

CHICKEN

SNACKS

EGGS

FISH

DRINKS

BREADS
AND
CRACKERS

BEEF

DESSERTS

DIPS AND
SAUCES

VEGETARIAN

CONDIMENTS

SIDES

SOUPS

THANK YOU TO EVERYONE who has contributed to all of the recipes on the forum.
There are even more recipes on the forum if for you can’t find something in this guide.
TIPS: It may be helpful to print the recipes and put them in a binder for easier access. If
the binder has a pocket on the inside flap, you can put copies of the Meal Schedule in
it, but also the Grocery Item list to have available for when you go shopping. You can
also pull out the recipes that you plan to make for the week and put them in the flap, or
put them on the refrigerator with a clip magnet.
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BREAKFAST
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Breakfast “Potatoes”
INGREDIENTS
 1 large turnip, peeled and diced (270g)
 1/4 onion, diced (56g)
 3 slices bacon (unsweetened without nitrates)
 1 tablespoon olive oil
 1/2 teaspoon each of paprika, garlic powder, salt,

and pepper
 1 green onion, sliced, for garnish
 Parsley, for garnish

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Add the oil to a large skillet over medium high heat.
Add in the turnips and spices. Cook 5-7 minutes
stirring occasionally.
2. Add in the onion and cook 3 minutes until it starts
to soften. Chop the bacon into small pieces and add
to the skillet. Continue to cook another 5-7 minutes
until the bacon is crispy.
3. Top with green onion and parsley before serving.

TIPS: It’s a great idea to double the recipe so that you can freeze
individual portions. You can also prepare for freezing prior to cooking.
Just chop the turnips and other vegetables ahead of time and freeze
them until you’re ready to cook the recipe.
This doesn’t have to be just for breakfast, it can also be a side with
dinner and lunch.
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Cauliflower Hash Browns
INGREDIENTS
 15 oz. cauliflower
 3 eggs
 1/2 yellow onion, grated
 1 tsp salt
 2 pinches pepper
 4 oz. butter, for frying

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Rinse, trim and grate the cauliflower
using a food processor or grater.
2. Add cauliflower to a large bowl. Add remaining ingredients and mix. Set aside for 5-10
minutes.
3. Melt a generous amount of butter or oil on medium heat in a large skillet. The cooking
process will go quicker if you plan to have room for 3-4 pancakes (about 3-4 inches each)
at a time. Use the oven on low heat to keep the first batches of pancakes warm while you
make the others.
4. Place scoops of the grated cauliflower mixture in the frying pan and flatten them carefully
until they measure about 3-4 inches in diameter.
5. Fry for 4-5 minutes on each side. Do not turn over too soon or them can break apart.
Adjust the heat to make sure they don’t burn. If you flip the pancakes too soon they may
fall apart!

TIPS: This recipe tastes very much like regular hash browns and tastes
really good with approved unsweetened ketchup.
Freeze these in small individual freezer bags. Two in each bag is a good
sized portion.
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Coconut Flour Porridge
INGREDIENTS
 2 tablespoons coconut flour
 2 tablespoons golden flax meal
 3/4 cup water
 Pinch of salt
 1 large egg, beaten
 2 teaspoons butter
 1 tablespoon heavy cream or

coconut milk
 Stevia sweetener to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Measure the first four ingredients into a small pot over medium heat and stir. When it
begins to simmer, turn it down to medium-low and whisk until it begins to thicken.
2. Remove the coconut flour porridge from heat and add the beaten egg, a half at a time,
while whisking continuously. Place back on the heat and continue to whisk until the
porridge thickens.
3. Remove from the heat and continue to whisk for about 30 seconds before adding the
butter, cream and sweetener.
4. Garnish with your favorite toppings. (5.6 grams net carbs)

GREAT TIPS: If you’re tired of having the same things for breakfast
all the time, or you don’t have energy to cook anything, have leftover
dinner from the night before. There’s no law that says you can’t have
dinner for breakfast!
TIMESAVER: To save time having to chop vegetables in the morning,
chop extra when you prepare your lunches and dinners and then store
them in a container in the refrigerator. The extras can be used the next
day for your morning meal or even thrown into a salad.
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Coconut Pancakes
INGREDIENTS
 4 eggs
 1 - 1 1/2 cup coconut milk
 1 tbsp grapeseed oil or avocado oil
 Vanilla stevia to taste
 2/3 cup coconut flour
 1/4 cup almond flour
 1/4 flaxseed meal
 1 tsp baking soda
 Coconut oil to coat pan/griddle
 For chocolate pancakes add

1 heaping tablespoon of
unsweetened cocoa powder

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat stove or griddle.
2. Mix wet ingredients together
3. Mix dry ingredients together
4. Slowly add dry ingredients to wet ingredient
but be sure that the batter doesn’t get to
thick or it won’t cook right. If it gets too
thick you can add more coconut milk
5. Add oil to griddle and then
add batter.
6. Allow to cook for a few minutes then flip.

TIP: It’s a great idea to double the recipe so that you can freeze them.
Two acceptable syrups are ChocZero (flavors include: Maple, Maple
Pecan, Caramel and Chocolate) and NuNaturals. Be careful with this
recipe to ensure no reaction. Eat in moderation.
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Crustless Quiche
INGREDIENTS
 2 large zucchini, chopped or shredded
 1/2 tsp dried rosemary
 1/2 tsp dried sage
 1/2 tsp Himalayan or Sea Salt
 2 eggs, beaten
 1 tbsp olive oil or coconut oil.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees.
2. Use olive or coconut oil to grease pie pan. Can put in muffin tin for individual sized
portions.
3. Put chopped zucchini in pie pan. Use towel to remove extra water from zucchini. Spread
zucchini evenly in the pan. Alternatively you can put into muffin pan to make individual
sized quiche.
4. Pour beaten eggs evenly over zucchini.
5. Sprinkle rosemary, sage, & salt evenly over the eggs & zucchini.
6. Bake until the middle is set and edges are golden. About 30 minutes.
7. Let cool.

TIPS: If you would like crust, see Pie Crust recipe in Breads and
Crackers section. Make extra and freeze.
For a cheesy creamy consistency, add Hollandaise Sauce on top of
each of the vegetable layers.
Make this recipe in muffin pan to make individual-sized portions for
easy freezing.
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Grain Free Cinnamon Crunch
INGREDIENTS
Cinnamon Crunch
 3/4 cup coconut oil melted
 1 egg
 2 tsp vanilla
 3 tsp dried cinnamon
 Stevia to taste
 2 tbsp coconut flour

Nutty Base
 1.5 lb mixed nuts, seeds and desiccated/shredded







coconut. Quantities given are all approximations and
as a guide. You can really use whatever you have in
your pantry.
2 1/2 cups desiccated/shredded coconut threads
or chips
1 cup pumpkin seeds
1 cup flaxseeds/linseeds ground
1 cup almonds chopped
1 cup sunflower seeds

INSTRUCTIONS
Cinnamon Crunch
1. Mix all the ingredients.
Nutty Base
1. Place all the nuts, seeds and coconut in a huge baking dish then pour over the cinnamon
crunch.
2. Mix gently with a serving spoon.
3. Bake at 180C/350F for 30 minutes but you MUST turn the mixture over every 3-4 minutes
to avoid the coconut from burning. You do not want an expensive mistake on your hands.
Adjust your oven according to how fast it is cooking.
4. Store in an airtight container in the fridge. Will keep for 3-4 weeks.
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EGGS
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Deviled Eggs
INGREDIENTS
 8 eggs
 Mayonnaise (see recipe), or use mashed ripe

avocado as substitute
 Mustard (approved brand, or see recipe)
 Salt and pepper to taste
 Garnish: paprika

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Boil eggs for 10-15 minutes then let cool
2. Peel eggs and cut them in half
3. Scoop out yokes and add to bowl
4. Mix in all other ingredients and add then
scoop into egg white halves

TIP: See video for peeling eggs using the spoon technique.
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Egg Salad
INGREDIENTS
 5 hard boiled eggs, grated
 4 stuffed green olives, finely chopped
 3 tbs of finely chopped celery
 2 tbs of finely chopped green onion (both the white and

green parts combined)
 Enough homemade mayonnaise (see condiments section) to
bind it all together.
 Salt and pepper to taste
 Cayenne pepper or paprika to decorate the top

INSTRUCTIONS
 Mix all of the above in a bowl and serve on any vehicle

you wish. I chose celery “boats.” The pix show my inspired
lunch...egg salad stuffed celery “boats.”

TIP: If you do not have any mayonnaise on hand you can use
mashed ripened avocado with lemon juice.
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Leilani’s Chia Egg Replacer
INGREDIENTS
 1 Tbsp freshly ground chia seed
 3 Tbsp of water for every egg

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Grind the seeds in the Vitamix or coffee grinder
2. Measure out the amount needed and pour into
a bowl along with the amount of filtered water
needed (1 Tbsp chia seed to 3 Tbsp water).
3. Briskly whisk the chia egg with a fork and then
leave it there to gel for 5-10 minutes
4. Then whisk one more time before you add it to
the recipe.

“I hope this is helpful as it opened up a whole world of recipes for me
when I learned about this chia egg replacer!” - Leilani
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BREADS
AND CRACKERS
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Almond Flour Biscuits
INGREDIENTS
 1 cup PLUS 2 tbsp chilled almond flour
 1 tsp aluminum free baking powder
 1/2 teaspoon sea salt
 2 tbsp cold butter
 3 large eggs (whites only)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 400 degrees F
2. Mix chilled almond flour, baking powder and
salt together in a medium size bowl. Add the
cold butter. Work in the butter with a pastry
cutter until crumbly. Alternatively this step
can be done in your food processor – blitz
then for a few seconds only.
3. In a small glass bowl or metal bowl, whisk
the egg whites with a fork or whisk until they are slightly frothy – about 30 seconds.
4. Blend the egg whites into the almond flour mixture with a knife just until combined. Do not
overwork. If using a food processor, add the egg whites and blitz for a few seconds only
until combined.
5. If you decided not to use chilled almond flour and chilled egg whites, then place the
mixture in the fridge for 20 minutes to allow the bits of butter to harden.
6. Drop 4-6 neat spoonfuls of batter (depending on your required size) on a baking sheet
lined with parchment. Alternatively, use a well-greased muffin pan.
7. Bake immediately for 10-12 minutes until golden brown.

TIP: It’s a great idea to double the recipe so that you can freeze them.
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Almond Flour Bread
INGREDIENTS
 1 1/2 cups almond flour
 1/3 cup flaxseed meal
 4 eggs
 1/4 cup unsweetened

almond milk
 2 tablespoons olive oil
 2 teaspoons baking powder
 1/2 teaspoon salt

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees F (175 degrees C). Grease a loaf pan lightly.
2. Mix almond flour, flaxseed meal, eggs, almond milk, olive oil, baking powder, and salt
together in a bowl until smooth dough forms. Transfer to prepared loaf pan.
3. Bake in preheated oven until top is golden brown, about 40 minutes. Cool in loaf pan 10
minutes before transferring to a wire rack to cool completely.

TIP: You can make muffins using this recipe. Just use stevia and
other spices like cinnamon, lemon juice and poppy seeds or add
unsweetened cocoa powder for chocolate muffins.
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Almond Flour Crackers
INGREDIENTS
 2 cups of almond flour
 1 egg
 1 tbsp sesame seeds
 Fresh rosemary or other herbs
 Salt

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Blend together, voila, that’s it!!
2. If it is too dry and crumbles apart, add a little water
until you’re able to form a ball.
3. Bake on parchment paper, flatten down with
parchment paper over the top and a rolling pin. Try
and make as thin as possible so they turn out crispy.
Cut into square with knife (or use cookie cutter if you
want a fancier cracker)
4. Oven heat 350 degrees about 15 minutes until they
turn golden brown.

TIP: It’s a great idea to freeze the crackers. You can put them in
bags for multiple individual sized portions, then put them in a bigger
tupperware and freeze. This way you can take out one serving at a
time so that they stay fresh longer.
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Best Keto Wraps and Chips
INGREDIENTS
Dry Ingredients
 1 cup almond flour
 3/4 packed cup flaxmeal (ground





flaxseed)
1/4 cup coconut flour
2 tbsp whole psyllium husks
2 tbsp ground chia seeds
1 tsp sea salt

Wet Ingredients
 1 cup water, lukewarm (240 ml / 8 fl oz)

+ 2-4 tbsp if the dough is too dry
 2 tbsp approved oil

INSTRUCTIONS
Dough
1. Place the flaxmeal, coconut flour, almond flour and psyllium husks into a bowl.
2. For best results make sure you use whole psyllium husks. Using whole husks makes the
tortillas more compact and flexible. This is different from my Ultimate Keto Buns where you
need to use psyllium husk powder.
3. Add any of your favorite seasonings.
4. Add the ground chia seeds. To grind them, use a coffee grinder until powdered. Pour
in the water and mix until well combined using your hands. If needed, add a few more
tablespoons of water. Be careful not to use too much, or the dough will get too sticky and
difficult to roll. Let the dough rest in the fridge or on the kitchen counter for up to an hour.
5. Remove from the fridge and cut the dough into 6 equal pieces. Place a piece of the dough
between two pieces of baking paper and roll out until the dough is very thin. Alternatively,
use a nonstick silicon covered roller and a silicon mat like I did.
6. Use a 20 cm / 8 inch lid or bowl to cut out the tortillas.
7. Repeat with the remaining dough and the cut-offs until you get 10 tortillas. If you have any
dough left, use it for making nachos.
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To make Tortillas
1. Preheat a heavy-bottom pan greased
with just 1 teaspoon of approved oil.
2. Place the tortillas, one at a time, on
top of the hot pan and cook over
a medium heat on one side for 1-2
minutes until lightly browned. Turn
on the other side and cook for 30-60
more seconds.
3. Don’t overcook or the tortillas will
become too crispy and will lose their
flexibility. Grease more when needed
and repeat for the rest of the tortillas.
To make Tortilla chips / Nachos
1. Roll out the dough and use a knife to cut triangular shaped nachos. Place on a pan greased
with approved oil and cook on a medium heat for ~ 3 minutes on each side or until golden.
Unlike tortillas, you should make the nachos crispy. You can also follow this recipe if you
prefer to make them in the oven. When done, leave them to cool down. To prevent the
tortillas from getting too dry, place in an airtight container.
2. Store at room temperature for 2-3 days, in the fridge for up to a week, or you freezer for
up to 3 months.
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Cauliflower Turmeric Flatbread
INGREDIENTS
 2 cups raw, riced cauliflower





(can buy organic brand already riced)
4 eggs
1 cup almond flour
3 teaspoons turmeric powder
1/2 teaspoon sea salt

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 400 degrees.
2. Mix all ingredients well.
3. Place on baking sheet with parchment
paper and form individual size
flatbreads to the size you prefer.
4. Bake 20 to 25 minutes or until golden.

TIP: This bread would taste great with the tahini sauce from the falafel
recipe in vegetarian section.
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Donald’s Hardy Loaf Bread
INGREDIENTS
 1 cup almond flour
 1/2 cup Chia seeds
 1/2 cup coconut flour
 1/2 cup shredded coconut (unsweetened)
 1/2 cup flaked coconut (unsweetened)
 4 tsp baking powder
 1/2 tsp stevia
 3 tsp baking chocolate
 3 egg whites
 1/3 cup coconut oil
 1 cup Almond milk (unsweetened)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Mix all ingredients together.
2. Poor into a baking pan (as pictured)
3. Bake at 400 degrees (approximately 45 minutes)
until toothpick comes out clean.

“I enjoying having this bread with a nice cup of tea.” - Donald
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Microwave Bread
INGREDIENTS
 1 tbsp Butter
 1 tbsp Coconut flour
 1 tbsp Golden flax seed meal
 1/2 tbsp Hemp seeds
 1 tsp Sunflower seeds (shelled)
 1/2 tsp Sesame seeds
 1/2 tsp Gluten-free baking powder
 1 large Egg
 1 tbsp Unsweetened coconut milk beverage

(or any milk of choice)
 1 pinch Sea salt

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Melt the butter in a 4-ounce (118 mL) ramekin.
2. Stir in the remaining ingredients. Keep stirring and pressing with the back of a spoon until
the batter is fully incorporated and thick enough to be spreadable. Flatten and smooth the
top with the back of the spoon. (You can top with more seeds if desired - this is optional.)
3. Microwave cooking method: Microwave for 90 seconds, until set and springy on top.
4. Oven cooking method: Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F (177 degrees C). Bake for about
15 minutes, until set and springy on top.
5. Run a knife along the edge and flip over a plate or paper towel to release.
Slice into 2 - 3 lices.
6. To remove extra moisture, toast in toaster oven for a few minutes.
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Naan Bread
INGREDIENTS
 3/4 cup coconut flour
 2 tbsp ground psyllium husk powder
 1/2 tsp baking powder
 1 tsp salt
 1⁄3 cup melted coconut oil
 2 cups boiling water
 Coconut oil, for frying (optional)
 Sea salt

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Mix all dry ingredients in a bowl. Add oil and boiling water (hold some of it back in case it’s
not needed) and stir thoroughly.
2. Allow to rise for five minutes. The dough will turn firm fairly quickly, but stay flexible. It
should resemble the consistency of Play-Doh. If you find it’s too runny then add more
psyllium husk until it feels right. If it’s too firm, add some of the remaining water. The
amount needed may vary depending on what brand of husk or coconut flour you use.
3. Divide into 6 or 8 pieces and form into balls that you flatten with your hands directly on
parchment paper or on the kitchen counter.
4. Fry rounds in a skillet over medium heat until the Naan turn a nice golden color.
Depending on your skillet you can add some coconut oil to it so the bread doesn’t stick.
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Pie Crust
INGREDIENTS
 1 1/2 cups almond flour
 1/2 teaspoon sea salt
 1/2 teaspoon baking soda
 Optional: 1 tablespoon parsley
 1/4 cup coconut oil or melted butter
 1 tablespoon water

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat the oven to 350.
2. In a large bowl, combine the almond
flour, salt, baking soda, and parsley.
3. In a medium bowl, whisk together the grapeseed oil and water.
4. Stir the wet ingredients into the almond flour mixture until thoroughly combined.
5. Press the dough into a 9 1/2 inch or deep dish pie pan.
6. Bake for 12 to 15 minutes. Remove from the oven and let cool completely before filling.

TIP: For sweet crust omit salt and parsley and add a little stevia.
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Red Lobster Biscuits
INGREDIENTS
 2 tablespoons of sifted coconut flour
 1/4 teaspoon of baking powder
 Salt, white pepper, onion powder, garlic powder, and parsley

flakes to taste
 1 egg
 2 tablespoons of water
 1 tablespoon of coconut milk from the can

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Add in the dry ingredients and mix well
2. To that mixture, add the following and stir well: 1 egg,
2 tablespoons of water, 1 tablespoon of coconut milk from
the can
3. Pour into mug and cook for 3 minutes in the microwave.

TIPS: These biscuits can be used as hamburger buns. Toast in the
toaster and it’s like an English muffin.
Sifting the flour significantly improves the texture and taste.
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DIPS AND
SAUCES
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Artichoke Hummus
INGREDIENTS
 1 14 ounce can artichoke hearts, packed in








water, drained
1 clove garlic, minced
2 tbsp. extra virgin olive oil, plus 1 tbsp
for garnish
1 tbsp. fresh lemon juice
1/4 cup tahini
1/4 tsp. ground cumin
Salt and pepper to taste
Fresh herbs such as oregano and parsley,
minced

INSTRUCTIONS
1. In the bowl of a food processor, add drained
artichoke hearts and minced garlic, process until roughly chopped.
2. Add 2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil, fresh lemon juice, tahini and ground cumin,
process until mixture is smooth.
3. Season hummus with salt and pepper to taste.
4. Before serving, drizzle with 1 tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil and garnish with finely
minced fresh herbs, such as oregano and parsley.
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Hollandaise Sauce
INGREDIENTS
 3 egg yolks
 1 tbsp of lemon juice
 1 tbsp of water
 1 stick of butter (4 oz)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Mix all ingredients into the top of a double boiler and
whisk it until it’s nice and frothy. Now put that pot
on top of steamy (not boiling) water and whisk away.
Move the whisk around to make sure you get the edges
because your goal is to keep this velvety and not let the
eggs start to scramble.
2. If you see egg particles starting to look scrambled, take
the top pot off the hot water and keep whisking. Once
you’ve done this for a bit and it starts to thicken, take
it off the stove and add one stick of European butter
that’s been softened...add this a little at a time. Keep
whisking until it’s nice and smooth and then put it back
on top of the water pot for just a minute or two and
keep on whisking. Make sure the fire is low though...or
even turned off. The hot water will retain its heat and
still be enough to cook the egg a bit more. Just keep
whisking and watch it closely so it doesn’t scramble.
3. This sounds like a lot of trouble, but it’s really not. It
just cooks fast so you have to move fast to keep it from
scrambling. If you don’t have a double boiler, that’s ok. You can use two pots or a metal
bowl on top of a pot of hot water. Or...you can just use a pot on the stove, but just be
careful and move it off the heat intermittently while whisking so it won’t curdle.
4. Add the seasonings and nutritional yeast to taste, and stir it well.
5. Serve this hot on top of split, buttered, and toasted Carrie’s Hamburger Buns (recipe in this
section...scroll down a lot...they are the greatest and so so easy too) and sprinkle with a bit
of cayenne.

TIP: If you don’t have a double boiler you can use two pots or a metal
bowl on top of a pot of hot water. Or you can just use a pot on the
stove, but just be careful and move it off the heat intermittently while
whisking so it won’t curdle.
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Easy Guacamole
INGREDIENTS
 2 small avocados
 4 cherry tomatoes, chopped
 1 tablespoon onion, minced
 1 tablespoon fresh cilantro, chopped
 Squeeze of lime juice
 Salt and pepper to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
 Place all ingredients in food processor

until desired consistency.
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Marinara Sauce
INGREDIENTS
 2 cans of tomato sauce (unsweetened, Muir Glen is a











good brand).
1/2 cup of chopped onions
1-2 tbsp of olive oil
1/4 tsp garlic powder
1-2 tsp basil
1/2 tsp oregano
Pepper to taste
Optional: cayenne pepper if you want it a little spicy
Optional: 1/4 cup of chopped green onion
Optional: 1 can of stewed or diced tomatoes
(unsweetened)
Optional: garnish with fresh basil

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Heat oil in sauce pan
2. Add onions (and green peppers if using) and cook until translucent.
3. Pour in tomato sauce (and canned tomatoes if using)
4. Then add all of the spices
5. Stir and let simmer for at least 20 minutes.

TIPS: You can use this sauce on top of spiralized zucchini, store
brought low-carb noodles such as Better than Noodles, or use as a dip
for chicken tenders.
Freeze leftovers in 8 oz freezing containers or freezer bags.
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Green Olive Tapenade
INGREDIENTS
 1 tbsp Cilantro, fresh
 1 Garlic clove
 1 tbsp Capers
 1 tsp Lemon juice
 1/2 cup Spanish olives, green

INSTRUCTIONS
 Combine in food processor until desired consistency
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Riced Cauliflower Tabbouleh
INGREDIENTS
 2 cups packed fresh parsley, chopped
 1 cup green onion, chopped
 1 cup tomato, seeds removed and diced
 1 green bell pepper, diced
 1 cup cauliflower, riced (or use fresh grated)
 2 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil
 2 tbsp fresh lemon juice
 1/2 tsp sea salt
 1/4 tsp pepper

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Gently combine all ingredients.
2. Adjust salt, pepper, and lemon juice to taste.
That’s it!

TIP: You can use this as a filling for either a wrap (lettuce, cucumber,
eggplant, lunchmeat, or coconut flour), a stuffing for a cucumber or
celery boat, or a topping for cucumber slices.
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Avocado Fries
INGREDIENTS
 3 avocados
 1 egg
 1 1/2 cups almond meal or almond flour
 1 1/2 cups light olive or grapeseed oil
 1/4 tsp cayenne pepper
 1/2 tsp salt

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Break an egg into a bowl and beat it. In
another bowl, mix your almond meal with
some salt and cayenne pepper.
2. Slice each avocado in half and take out the seed.
3. Peel the skin off every half.
4. Slice each avocado vertically into 4 or 5 pieces (depending on the size of the avocado).
5. Start heating your deep fryer (or deep pan with lots of oil) to about 350°F. If you don’t have
a cooking thermometer, try sticking a wooden spoon into the oil when it’s been heating for
about 7-8 minutes. If bubbles arise from the spoon, your oil is hot enough for deep frying!
6. Coat each slice of avocado in the egg.
7. Roll each coated slice in the almond meal until you can barely see the green.
8. Carefully lower each avocado slice into the deep fryer (or pan) to avoid splashing. It
will hurt!
9. Allow each piece to fry from 45 seconds to a minute until a light brown. Dark brown means
they’ve been in there a few seconds too long.
10. Transfer quickly to a plate lined with a paper towel to soak up the excess oil.
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Cauliflower Fried Rice
INGREDIENTS:
 1 tablespoon olive oil
 4 garlic cloves, minced
 1/2 yellow onion, diced
 1 cup mixed approved veggies
 3 cups raw cauliflower rice
 2 eggs, scrambled
 3 tablespoons Coconut Aminos
 Optional: Green Onions

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Cut up cauliflower and put in food processor to create
cauliflower rice, enough to make 3 cups.
2. In a large pan heat oil over medium high heat.
3. Add garlic and onions and saute until onions are
softened.
4. Add peas and carrots and cook until carrots begin to
soften.
5. Stir in scrambled eggs, cauliflower rice and aminos.
6. Continue cooking stirring frequently for about 5 minutes until well mixed and heated
through.
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Fried Okra
INGREDIENTS
 Okra
 Eggs
 Pork Rind Panko
 Salt and Peper

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Cut up some okra and dredge it in an egg
wash (add salt and pepper to the egg wash).
2. Roll it in the pork skin crumbs and fry it in some
coconut oil.
3. A whole cup of raw okra is only four net carbs.
No carbs in the pork skin crumbs, eggs, or oil,
so you can indulge without guilt.

TIP: If you don’t have Pork Rind Panko or you want to save money,
just put some pork skins through the food processor and hit the on
button until you get fine crumbs. If you don’t have a food processor,
you could probably put some pork skins in a zip lock and pound it
with a rolling pin.
A whole cup of raw okra is only four net carbs. No carbs in the pork skin
crumbs, eggs, or oil, so you can indulge without guilt.
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Mashed Cauliflower
INGREDIENTS
 1 head of cauliflower
 Butter
 Salt to taste
 Pepper to taste
 Optional: garlic powder

DIRECTIONS
 Puree cooked & drained cauliflower and

add salt, pepper and butter, and garlic.
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Mashed Turnips
INGREDIENTS
 1.5 pounds turnips peeled and quartered
 1/4 cup coconut milk or almond milk
 2 tablespoons butter
 Salt and ground black pepper to taste
 Chives for garnish

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Boil turnips in pot until tender (about 30-45
minutes). Remove from water and place
into a large mixing bowl or food processor.
2. Add butter, coconut milk or almond milk
3. Blend with electric mixer or food
processor until well mashed and at desired
consistency. Add additional low carb milk if
needed. Stir in salt and pepper to taste.

TIP: For freezing use 8 oz freezer containers. See freezing section.
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Onion Rings
INGREDIENTS
 1 jumbo onion
 1 egg
 1 cup almond flour
 Optional: 1/2 cup Pork Rind Panko
 1 tsp garlic powder
 1/2 tbsp chili powder or paprika powder
 1 pinch salt
 1 tbsp olive oil

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat the oven to 400°F (200°C), or turn on the broiler.
2. Peel the onion and slice into rings, about 1/5 inch thick.
3. Mix the dry ingredients in a bowl. Whisk the egg in another bowl.
4. Dip the onion rings in the egg batter and then in the flour mix, one at a time.
5. Place the rings on a baking sheet covered with parchment paper.
6. Drizzle or spray oil on the rings and bake in the oven for 15-20 minutes. If you are using
the broiler, keep a close eye on them; they’re done when golden brown and crisp.

TIP: See Karen’s Onion Ring recipe on the forum for her recipe and
for frying instructions for this recipe. Post titled: “Delicious Ideas for
your Dining enjoyment / recipes 2019-2016”. Only use approved
store brand ketchup or see recipe in condiments section.
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Riced Cauliflower
INGREDIENTS
 Cauliflower
 Olive Oil
 Butter
 Sea Salt, Pepper and other spices
 Onion, chopped

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Using your food processor chop up the
cauliflower in small bits.
2. Melt some butter and olive oil in a frying pan.
3. Add chopped onions, then the cauliflower and then sauté until it is tender.

TIP: You can really jazz up the flavor with some additional spices like
turmeric, garlic, and mustard powder, etc. Or you can give it an Indian
flavor with red curry powder. However, you can change this up in many
different ways. You’re basically treating it as rice. It’s so good! Also
you can add other veggies to it and make it like a stir-fry. If you have
leftover cooked veggies in your fridge, just throw them in.
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Roasted Vegetables
INGREDIENTS
 Vegetables (i.e., asparagus, bell peppers, brussels

sprouts, broccoli)
 Olive oil
 Salt and Pepper to taste
 Optional Seasonings: garlic, basil, oregano

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 425 degrees F. Lightly spray a
baking sheet with nonstick spray.
2. Place vegetables in a large bowl. Add olive oil,
garlic and seasoning; season with salt and pepper,
to taste.
3. Gently toss to combine. Pour vegetables into a
single layer on the baking sheet.
4. Bake for 12-15 minutes, or until tender.
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CHICKEN
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Baked Mustard Lime Chicken
INGREDIENTS
 1 pound skinless boneless









chicken breast
1/4 cup fresh lime juice
(or 1 small lime *see note below)
1/2 - 1 cup fresh cilantro, chopped
2 tablespoon Dijon or yellow mustard
(use homemade or see grocery items list
for store brand)
1 tablespoon olive oil
1/2 - 1 tablespoon chili powder
1/2 teaspoon sea salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Combine lime juice, cilantro, mustard, olive oil, chili, salt and pepper in a food processor
or blender
2. Pulse until ingredients are well combined
3. Rinse chicken breasts, pat dry and place in a 7 x 11 inch baking dish
4. Pour marinade over chicken, cover and refrigerate for at least 15 minutes or up to 4 hours
5. Bake at 350° for 22 minutes uncovered, or until an instant read thermometer reads 165°
6. Serve with extra sauce spooned over the top of chicken if you like
7. Serve with big side salad – 2 cups mixed greens, ½ peeled cucumber sliced, pumpkin
seeds, salt & pepper and olive oil. Note: need to eat a lot of veggies to detox.

TIP: *Note: If you cannot get too much juice from the lime then peel
and throw the whole thing into the blender to make the marinade.
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Butter Chicken
INGREDIENTS
 2 tablespoons butter
 1 onion, diced finely
 4-6 cloves garlic, minced
 1 thumb fresh ginger, grated
 1 14 oz. can light coconut milk
 1 6 oz. can unsweetened tomato paste
 2 tablespoons almond flour
 1 tablespoon garam masala spice blend
 1/2 teaspoon paprika (I like smoked paprika)
 1 teaspoon turmeric
 Salt & pepper to taste
 1 teaspoon to 1 tablespoon cayenne pepper (omit if you can’t tolerate spicy food)
 3 pounds boneless, skinless chicken breast or tenderloin, cut into 2 inch chunks
 Garnish with fresh green onions, or cilantro

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Heat butter in a large skillet over medium high.
2. Add onion when butter is sizzling, and cook 2-3 minutes.
3. Add garlic and ginger, and stir, cooking until fragrant.
4. Add coconut milk, tomato paste, thickener of choice, and spices, stirring until thickened
and hot.
5. If you’re going to use the slow cooker, add sauce, and stir in sliced chicken. Cook on low
heat for 5 hours.
6. Or you can finish in the skillet, stirring in chicken chunks, and simmering until they’re
cooked through, about 15 minutes.
7. Taste and adjust seasonings.
8. Serve over cauliflower rice for a low carb dish, garnishing with green onion or cilantro.
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Chicken Cacciatore
INGREDIENTS
 Package of skin-on chicken
 Olive oil to coat pan
 1-2 cans of unsweetened tomato sauce







(depending on how much sauce you want)
Optional: 1 can of diced or stewed
tomatoes (unsweetened)
2 garlic cloves or about 2/8 garlic powder
1/2 onion chopped
2 tsp basil
1 tsp oregano
Salt and pepper to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Brown onions in olive oil
2. Add chicken and brown on one side
3. Add fresh garlic if not using powder and
cook a couple of minutes
4. Add tomato sauce, stewed tomatoes and
spices
5. Cover and cook until meat is done
6. Can serve over spiralized zucchini, or
store-bought noodles such as “Skinny
Pasta” or “Better than Noodles”.

TIP: You can freeze the left over sauce in 6 oz freezer containers (or
freezer bags) which can later be used for either a topping sauce or as a
dipping sauce for chicken tenders.
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Cilantro Lime Chicken Wingettes
INGREDIENTS
 1 1/2 pounds of wingettes, or 1 package
 1 tablespoon of lime juice
 1 tablespoon of olive oil
 1/4 cup of cilantro
 1/2 teaspoon of oregano
 1 teaspoon of salt
 1/2 teaspoon of black pepper
 1/4 teaspoon of cumin
 1/2 teaspoon of garlic powder

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 400 degrees F. In a large bowl,
mix all ingredients except for wingettes. Stir until
well combined.
2. Toss wings in sauce and place on a lined baking
sheet. Cook for 45 minutes, or until desired level
of crunchiness is achieved.
3. Top with additional cilantro if desired, serve.

TIPS: Change this up with different spices. Wings can be done up in
many different ways. They even taste good with just salt and pepper.
You can also use BBQ sauce from the recipe in the condiments section.
This is really tasty.
Freeze left overs in individual sized portions of 4-6 wings per small
freezer bag. Left over chicken of all kinds can then be put into a gallon
sized freezer bag labeled “Chicken”.
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Cilantro Lime Chicken
INGREDIENTS
 4 tbsp. extra-virgin olive oil, divided
 Juice of 2 limes
 1/4 c. freshly chopped cilantro
 2 cloves garlic, minced
 1/2 tsp. cumin
 Pinch crushed red pepper flakes
 4 bone-in, skin-on chicken thighs
 Kosher salt
 Freshly ground black pepper
 Cooked riced cauliflower, for serving

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Whisk together 2 tablespoons oil, lime juice, cilantro, garlic, cumin, and red pepper flakes.
Add chicken and toss to coat. Let marinate in fridge 30 minutes and up to 2 hours.
2. When ready to cook, preheat oven to 425°. In a large ovenproof skillet over medium-high
heat, heat remaining 2 tablespoons oil. Season chicken with salt and pepper, then add to
skillet skin-side down and pour in remaining marinade. Sear until skin is golden and crispy,
about 6 minutes. Flip and cook 2 minutes more.
3. Transfer skillet to oven and bake until chicken is cooked through, 10 to 12 minutes.
4. Serve over riced cauliflower drizzled with pan drippings.
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Coconut Lime Chicken
INGREDIENTS
 1 shallot, diced
 4 cloves garlic, minced
 1 tbsp fresh or powdered ginger
 1/4 cup fresh cilantro, chopped








(plus more for topping)
1/3 cup lime juice (about 2 limes)
4 chicken breasts
2 tbsp avocado oil (or coconut oil)
1/4 cup chicken broth
1 can full fat coconut milk
Salt and pepper
Lime slices for topping (optional)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Prep shallot, garlic, ginger and cilantro as noted. Juice limes and set aside.
2. Place the chicken breasts between two pieces of parchment paper and pound them down
to make them even in thickness. Sprinkle each side of the chicken with salt and pepper.
3. Heat a large skillet over medium heat and add avocado oil.
4. Once hot, add the chicken to the pan (you may have to cook the chicken in 2 batches
depending on the size of your pan). Cook, without disturbing for 3-4 minutes, until a nice
brown crust has formed. Flip and cook another 3-4 minutes on the other side, until the
chicken is mostly cooked through.
5. Remove chicken from the skillet and set aside. Lower the heat to medium.
6. Add more oil if needed and add the garlic and shallot to the pan. Cook, stirring constantly,
for 1-2 minutes.
7. Add chicken stock, coconut milk, lime juice, ginger and cilantro to the pan. Stir to mix,
scraping up any browned bits remaining in the pan from when you cooked your chicken.
8. Add the chicken breasts back to the skillet with the sauce. Cover and turn heat down to
low. Simmer for 5 minutes, or until the chicken is fully cooked.
9. Serve with vegetables or cauliflower rice. Spoon some sauce over everything for serving.
Sprinkle with cilantro and garnish with lime slices (optional).
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Creamy Tomato Artichoke Chicken
INGREDIENTS
 4 tsp. avocado oil divided
 4 evenly sized chicken breasts
 2 tsp. dried basil divided
 2 tsp. salt divided
 1/4 tsp. ground black pepper
 2 cloves garlic minced
 1 14.5-ounce can unsweetened crushed

tomatoes
 1 14-ounce can artichoke hearts drained
 1/2 cup coconut cream, just the solid
white part
of a can of coconut milk or cream
 fresh parsley or basil chopped, for garnish

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Heat 2 tsp. avocado oil in a large skillet over medium-high heat. In a small bowl, combine
1 tsp. dried basil, 1 tsp. salt, and 1/4 tsp. black pepper. Season both sides of chicken
breasts with seasoning mixture.
2. Transfer chicken breasts to skillet and cook without moving, about 8 minutes, or until
bottom is golden brown and releases easily. Flip and cook about 3 more minutes or
until cooked through. Internal temperature should be about 161-162º F. Transfer cooked
chicken breasts to a plate.
3. Let skillet rest a couple minutes then return to stove. Heat 2 tsp. avocado oil over mediumlow heat. Add garlic and sauté, stirring constantly, until fragrant, about 30 seconds. Add
remaining ingredients and stir to combine well and incorporate coconut cream. Bring
mixture to a boil, then reduce heat. Simmer until thickened, about 5 minutes. Garnish with
chopped fresh parsley or basil, if desired.
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Eggplant Chicken Pizza
INGREDIENTS
 4 chicken breasts sliced and cooked
 1 eggplant
 1 cup unsweetened tomato sauce
 1/2 cup olive oil
 Seasonings for sauce: sea salt, onion,

oregano, basil, black pepper and garlic
(to taste) or buy unsweetened low carb
pizza sauce. You can also use the Marinara
Sauce recipe.

DIRECTIONS
1. Cut organic chicken breast into cubes.
2. Cook in a pan until done season with salt and pepper.
3. Cut eggplant into slices (circles) and lay on a baking tray lined with parchment paper
4. Bake in the oven for 30 mins at 350 degrees.
5. Add sauce and chicken bake for 5 more minutes until done.

TIP: For freezing the leftovers, cut the parchment paper around
each pizza, the put 3-4 of them in a 16 oz freezer container with the
parchment paper separating each one so that they don’t stick together.
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Fried Chicken Tenders
INGREDIENTS
 1 boneless, skinless chicken breast
 6 tbsp of almond flour, sifted
 2 eggs
 2 tbsp of water
 Seasonings: salt, pepper, onion powder, garlic powder,

red pepper
 Coconut oil plus a few splashes of olive oil to cover the
bottom of a heavy skillet

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Clean up the chicken breast. Remove all white tendons,
etc. and then slice into thin slabs (about a half inch thick).
1 chicken breast will yield 3-4 slabs.
2. Break the 2 eggs into a bowl and add the water. Beat
these together and then add salt and pepper.
3. Add the chicken slices to the egg mixture and cover
bowl with plastic wrap. Refrigerate for at least 1 hour.
4. Sift the almond flour into a shallow dish and add
seasonings to taste.
5. Heat oil in skillet until nice and hot.
6. Dredge the egg soaked chicken pieces in the flour mixture.
7. Fry chicken on each side until golden brown. The almond flour has a tendency to fall off a
little, so it’s hard to get the color even. It sure tastes good though!

TIPS: You can also use marinara sauce for dipping. Leftovers can be
used in a chicken salad recipe and then rolled up in a wrap, or scoop
into lettuce or cucumber boat.
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Lemon Chicken
INGREDIENTS
 1 1/4 pounds boneless skinless chicken breasts
 1 tablespoon olive oil
 Salt and pepper to taste
 1 teaspoon Italian seasoning
 3 tablespoons butter melted
 1 teaspoon minced garlic
 1/4 cup chicken broth
 2 tablespoons lemon juice
 1 tablespoon chopped parsley
 Lemon slices for serving optional

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat the oven to 400 degrees. Season
the chicken breasts on both sides with salt,
pepper and the Italian seasoning.
2. Heat the olive oil in a large pan over medium
high heat. Add the chicken breasts and cook
for 3-5 minutes on each side or until browned.
3. Transfer the chicken to a baking dish.
4. In a small bowl, mix together the butter, garlic, chicken broth and lemon juice. Pour the
butter mixture over the chicken.
5. Bake for 25 minutes or until chicken is cooked through. Bake time may vary depending on
the thickness of your chicken breasts.
6. Spoon the sauce on the bottom of the baking dish over the chicken, then sprinkle with
parsley and serve. Garnish with lemon slices if desired.

TIPS: This is a good recipe to freeze in individual freezer bags. Set one
or two portions aside for the next day to be chopped up and used in a
chicken salad recipe!
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Red and Green Salad
INGREDIENTS
Salad
 1 head of broccoli, washed and trimmed down to

tiny pieces
 3/4 cup of raw cranberries washed and cut into
halves or fourths
 1 half cup of chopped nuts
(“I used walnuts,” - Karen)
 Chopped cooked chicken breast
Dressing
 1/4 cup of olive oil
 Zest of 1 orange
 3 tablespoons of lemon juice
 Stevia to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Mix the 3 dressing ingredients in a bowl and add the cranberries. Mix them around with a
fork until well coated, and then let them sit a few minutes.
2. Mix the remaining salad ingredients in a larger bowl, and then pour the dressing /
cranberry mixture in and toss.
3. Make sure to put enough stevia in the dressing to offset the bitterness of the cranberries...
just taste as you go. This is tasty and the flavors remind me of Christmas. It’s good as a side
without the chicken too.
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FISH
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Avocado Tuna Salad
INGREDIENTS
 2 (5-6oz) cans of solid white albacore tuna in water,










drained
1 1/2 – 2 avocados
1/2 cup diced cucumber
2 Tbsp. finely chopped red onion
1/3 cup fresh chopped cilantro, packed
1 green onion, sliced
1/2 tsp. garlic salt (or garlic powder)
1/2 lime, juiced (or more if desired)
Optional: 1/4 cup of tomatoes
Salt and fresh ground black pepper

INSTRUCTIONS
1. In a medium bowl, flake the drained tuna with a
fork. Add avocado to the tuna and mash with a fork,
breaking up any large chunks. It should be creamy
with some tuna chunks.
2. Add cucumber, red onion, cilantro, green onion and garlic salt. Stir together and add lime
juice, mixing to combine. Season with salt and fresh black pepper, to taste.
3. If this isn’t going to be eaten all at once, add cucumbers separately, otherwise it will
become watery in the refrigerator.
4. Chill 20-30 minutes and serve.

TIP: White meat tuna has a much milder flavor and works the best with
this recipe.
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Buttered Cod in Skillet
INGREDIENTS
 1 1/2 lbs cod fresh or frozen
 6 tbsp unsalted butter sliced

Seasoning
 1/4 tsp garlic powder
 1/2 tsp salt
 1/4 tsp ground pepper
 3/4 tsp paprika
 Few lemon slices
 Herbs parsley or cilantro

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Stir together ingredients for seasoning in a small bowl.
2. Cut cod into smaller pieces, if desired. Season all sides of the cod with the seasoning.
3. Heat 2 tbsp butter in a wide skillet over medium-high heat. Once butter melts, add cod to
skillet. Cook 2 minutes.
4. Turn heat down to medium. Turn cod over, top with remaining butter and cook another
3-4 minutes. Butter will completely melt and fish will cook through. Don’t overcook, it will
become mushy and completely fall apart.
5. Drizzle cod with fresh lemon juice. Serve immediately.
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Cilantro Lime Shrimp Burgers
INGREDIENTS
 2 pounds Raw Shrimp, shelled and de-veined







(probably can use defrosted frozen)
1/2 cup Cilantro, rough chopped
1 Lime, juiced
2 tsp Garlic, minced
2 tbsp Pork Panko or Almond Flour
1 tbsp avocado oil
Salt/Pepper to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Add all ingredients to a food processor.
2. Pulse until all ingredients are fully
incorporated.
3. With wet hands form shrimp burgers until
they are 1/2 inch thick patties.
4. Add oil to skillet and cook each burger over medium high heat about 3-4 minutes on each
side or until cooked through.
5. Serve with a lime wedge.
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Donna’s Shrimp and Okra Gumbo
INGREDIENTS






2 cups of chopped okra
1 medium onion chopped
1 cup of chopped celery
1 medium green bell pepper chopped
1 lb of peeled and deveined shrimp (2 large chopped chicken
breast can be substituted)
 1 tablespoon of roux**
(see below and read Karen’s comments also)
 1 box of chicken broth
 Seasoning to taste

DIRECTIONS
 Saute’ vegetables in olive oil until all vegetables are cooked
down, wilted or smothered as people in the south say.

 Add roux**and stir in well (see below)
 Then add the broth. Cook for about 15 minutes on high,
stirring often.

 Add shrimp and seasoning and continue to cook on medium
until shrimp are cooked and gumbo is of a thicker consistency.

 ** I usually can buy jarred roux where I live but Karen made her own using brown rice flour and olive oil –
basically you stir equal parts flour and olive (or coconut oil) and cook until it dark brown and the consistency of
peanut butter. Many people don’t add roux to this particular gumbo but I like just a bit, and Karen agreed that
the roux made it even better.
 This would be great served over cauliflower rice.
 Not only is this really delicious but net carbs are 40.5 for the whole recipe. This sounds like a lot but it makes 6
servings.
Thank you Karen for measuring and making this recipe for everyone to enjoy!!
P.S. This is from Karen. If you can’t find jarred roux, you can make your own as I did and as Donna explained above.
Please don’t be too shocked that I used brown rice flour! I’m not advocating this as a usual practice.
Donna and I have actually had extensive conversations about this topic, and we decided that a different type of
flour could be ok if you’re not brand new because the use of same in gumbo is such a limited amount spread out
in a whole pot. AND we did the math and figured out that each serving (this makes about six) comes out around
7 or so net carbs depending on what you use in your roux. We’ve both tried it and no ill effects...but neither of us
sat down and ate the whole recipe in one sitting either (even though I really wanted to...it was delicious...way more
tasty than the pic illustrates).
Just a handy tip when you’re making roux...don’t walk away...you have to stir it constantly with a whisk. Getting it
the right color is tricky, so here’s a handy technique to get it just right. Put some coffee grounds out in a bowl or the
coffee container with the lid off by the stove. When your roux is the color of the coffee grounds, it’s just right!
Once you get it to this color, immediately pour some broth into it to cool it off and stop it from cooking, or it will
burn even with the fire off. Stir that with a whisk and then pour it into your gumbo mixture.
If you use this method (with the two tablespoons of brown rice flour instead of the jarred roux), the whole recipe
will come out to 43.5 net carbs rather than 40.5 net carbs...so make sure you adjust your net carb estimate per
serving accordingly.
The seasoning Donna’s talking about is Cajun seasoning. There are a few different kinds on the market, but in my
opinion, the best is Tony Chachere’s Creole seasoning. If you can’t buy it where you live, it’s available on Amazon. It
is what makes the dish so incredibly delicious!
P.S.S. You can use chicken instead of the shrimp if you want to. Cut up two chicken breasts into bite sized pieces
and then add when it says to add the shrimp.
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Salmon Patties
INGREDIENTS
 1 (14.75 ounce) can canned salmon
 1 egg
 1/4 cup chopped onion
 1/2 cup almond flour
 1 tablespoon olive oil

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Drain and reserve liquid from salmon. Mix egg,
onion, almond flour and salmon together.
2. Make into patties. If mixture is too dry to form
into patties, add reserved liquid from salmon.
3. In a frying pan, heat olive oil. Place patties in
pan. Brown on each side, turning gently. Drain on
paper towels and serve.

TIP: Turn these into Tuna Burger’s if you don’t have salmon, or if you
just want to change it up. Or try canned organic chicken.
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Shrimp and Avocado Salad
INGREDIENTS
 1 lb. cooked frozen shrimp, thawed
 2 avocados, diced
 3 T fresh-squeezed lime
 1 tsp. ground cumin (or less if you’re

not a big cumin fan)
 1/2 tsp. finely ground sea salt
 3 tbs extra-virgin olive oil
 6 green onions, thickly sliced

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Let shrimp thaw overnight in the
fridge (or you can thaw them in
the bag in cold water in the sink if you forget to plan ahead.) Put thawed shrimp into a
colander placed in the sink and let the shrimp drain well. (If you’re in a hurry, drain shrimp
and pat dry with paper towels.
2. Whisk together the lime juice, cumin, and salt, then whisk in the olive oil a little at a time to
make the dressing. Cut up the avocado into bite-sized chunks, put in a bowl large enough
to hold all the ingredients, and toss with about half the dressing.
3. Cut the green onions into thick slices. If the shrimp is still wet, pat dry with paper towels.
Add the green onions and drained shrimp to the avocados and gently combine, adding as
much additional dressing as you prefer. Season to taste with more salt if desired (I didn’t
add more.)
4. This will keep for a day in the fridge, although it’s best freshly made
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BEEF
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Beef Stir Fry
INGREDIENTS
 1 pound of grass fed ground beef
 1 half stick of grass fed butter
 2 packs of shredded coleslaw mix (the kind with

red cabbage, some carrot shreds, and some
of them even have little chopped up pieces of
broccoli...all good)
 3/4 cup of beef broth
 1 tablespoon of Siracha sauce
 2 tablespoons of coco aminos (comes in a bottle
like Worcestershire sauce)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. In a big Dutch oven, saute ground meat in a half
stick of butter to create pan drippings. After the meat is browned, stir in the two packs
of shredded cabbage / veggies. You don’t have to remove the browned beef...just stir
it around in with the cabbage. Stir the mixture until the cabbage is saturated with pan
drippings and cook it down a little.
2. Add beef broth, Siracha, and coco aminos. Taste and add salt and pepper if needed. The
beef broth and coco aminos have a lot of salt, so go easy...taste as you go...you probably
won’t need much.
3. Put lid on and turn down heat to low. Let it cook about five minutes until the vegetables
are done.
4. This dish is relatively low in carbs. There aren’t very many carbs in the veggies...but there
are lots of carbs in the coco aminos and siracha...basically, one carb per teaspoon. That
means the condiments (coco aminos and siracha combined) will add NINE carbs to the
entire recipe.
5. This isn’t bad because this makes a lot...but do make sure you don’t put too much of those
condiments in...measure carefully, so you don’t accidentally turn this dish into something
with a lot of carbs.
6. It’s very easy, and I think very tasty too. It also makes a LOT. The general rule of thumb
is not to keep leftovers for more than four days in the fridge before reheating and
consuming. I haven’t tried to freeze it yet, but I’ll give it a shot and report back.
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Egg Roll in a Bowl
INGREDIENTS
 2 tbsp. Olive oil divided
 1 lb. ground turkey or beef
 1 1/2 cup sweet onion finely diced
 1/2 tsp ginger minced
 3 cloves garlic crushed
 1/4 cup beef or vegetable broth
 5 cups cabbage cut into 1/4 inch shreds
 2 Tbsp. coconut aminos
 2 tsp. apple cider vinegar
 1/2 tsp. salt to taste
 1/4 tsp. pepper to taste
 1 tsp. toasted sesame oil
 Toasted sesame seeds optional
 Green onions optional

INSTRUCTIONS
1. In a large sauté pan over medium heat drizzle 1 tablespoon olive oil and add ground
turkey. Cook for 5-6 minutes, or until turkey is almost cooked through.
2. Push turkey to the side of the pan and add onion and other tablespoon of oil. Sauté for
3-4 minutes. Add garlic, and ginger and sauté for 2 minutes. Stir the vegetables and
turkey together.
3. Pour broth in the pan and scrape the bottom of it to deglaze it. Add cabbage, coconut
aminos, vinegar, salt, and pepper. Stir well and cover with a lid. Reduce heat to mediumlow and cook for 12-15 minutes, or until cabbage is to your desired tenderness.
4. Just before serving add toasted sesame oil and top with green onions and toasted sesame
seeds. Serve over cauliflower rice, or eat it in a bowl by itself. Enjoy!
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Hamburger Salad
INGREDIENTS
Salad
 Chopped greens
 Dill pickles, chopped
 Purple onion, chopped
 Cooked hamburger patties, chopped
Avocado Dressing
 1 cup of homemade mayonnaise
 1 avocado
 1 tablespoon of lemon juice
 Onion powder (to taste)
 Garlic powder (to taste)
 Pink salt (to taste)
 Pepper (to taste)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Toss the salad ingredients in a salad bowl
and top with avocado dressing.
2. To make dressing: Mix the dressing
ingredients in a blender or use a hand held
immersion blender.

TIP: This is a good recipe for when you have leftover hamburgers from
the night before.
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Karen’s Crock Pot Meatloaf
I basically used the Mississippi pot roast
recipe for the cooking of this and added
some cauliflower. That recipe calls for
two sticks of butter, and I did use two
on this meatloaf recipe. However, I think
I’d just use one next time (but still two
on the pot roast recipe).

INGREDIENTS
 1 pound grass fed ground beef








(get the kind with the higher fat
content...85 lean to 15 percent fat if
you can find it)
1 organic egg
1 teaspoon of mustard powder
1/4 teaspoon of onion powder
2 teaspoons of apple cider vinegar
Several drops of liquid stevia (I use
Sweet Leaf)
Sea salt and ground pepper

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Mix the above together and form it into a meatloaf. Then put that into the bottom of a
crock pot.
2. Finely dice one small or one half of a large onion and saute it until brown in grass fed
butter.
3. Put the browned onions on top of the meatloaf.
4. Put three or four nitrate free slices of bacon on top of that (optional). I found some that
was the almost cooked kind that you finish off in the microwave. That seemed to work
pretty well. I think raw bacon would come out a little slimy since this isn’t oven baked.
However if you wish to use raw bacon, just fry it in a skillet until it’s almost done and use
that.
5. Place one stick of grass fed butter on top of the bacon.
6. Put the lid on and cook it on high for about an hour and then turn it to low until it’s almost
done. Then put some chopped up cauliflower in the surrounding liquid and cook it until
the cauliflower is done. Salt and pepper cauliflower to taste after it’s cooked.
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Meatloaf Minis
INGREDIENTS
 1 lb Ground Beef (preferably grass fed beef)
 1 Cup Chopped Onion
 1 Egg
 1 Cup Pork Panko, or riced cauliflower, or







almond biscuits
1/2 teaspoon onion powder
1/2 teaspoon garlic powder
1 teaspoon Italian Seasoning
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon black pepper
5 1/2 Tablespoons Organic Ketchup (from recipe,
no white vinegar or sugar added), or just use
unsweetened tomato sauce/paste

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 350 F and grease muffin pan
2. In a bowl combine ground beef, chopped onion, egg, pork panko, onion powder, garlic
powder, Italian seasoning, salt, pepper and kneed together until well combined.
3. Shape 1/4 cup of mixture into a puck shape and place into muffin pan. Should make 11
mini meatloaves
4. Top each mini meat loaf with 1/2 tablespoon of Ketchup (from homemade recipe or see
approved store brand), or just unsweetened tomato paste or sauce
5. Bake for about 15 minutes

TIPS: This is a great recipe for freezing individual loaves. You can add
a variety of vegetables to this recipe such as bell peppers, celery,
greens, etc.
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Mississippi Pot Roast
INGREDIENTS
 1 grass fed roast
 1 small or half of a large onion finely minced
 2 slicks grass fed butter for roast

(I know...this sounds really over the top...but...
it’s the key ingredient that makes this roast
fork tender and oh so delicious)
 1 tbsp butter to sauté the onions
 Salt and pepper to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Saute the onions in a couple of tablespoons
of the butter until they get nice and brown.
Add a little water (maybe one fourth cup
or so) to the bottom of the pan so you can
deglaze any of those delicious pan drippings and little brown pieces.
2. Wash and dry the roast (I like to get a big one because this will freeze well) and put it in the
crock pot. Salt and pepper the top, and pour the sauteed onion mixture over the top.
3. Now...this is so easy you won’t even believe it...plop two sticks of butter on top of the
whole thing, put the lid on, turn it on low and let it cook for several hours until it’s fork
tender.
4. Your biggest problem will be resisting the incredibly wonderful smell and trying not to eat
it in just one more tasting bites before you serve it.
5. Now...if you’re like me...and like Mel...you’ve always cooked pot roast with potatoes and
carrots. That would be oh so tasty...but...obviously not on our list of foods we can eat.
6. So...I had an inspiration, and it worked out great. I had some zucchini noodles I’d bought
already cut into spirals in the produce section of my grocery store. Gotta watch these
nice and handy prepared veggies...one might think they were “ready to use.” If it doesn’t
say “triple washed” on the package then please do remember to wash them. I did not
buy organic...so I did spend quite a bit of time repeatedly washing and rinsing the whole
package.
7. After the roast was done, I just placed the washed zucchini spirals into the crock pot and
stirred them around until they were covered in liquid. These cook pretty fast even on a low
temp, so they were ready in no time.
8. I had to add a little bit more salt and pepper to taste at the end, but it was still as easy as
falling off a log.

TIP: A good side for this would be Mashed Cauliflower or Turnips.
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One Pot Sesame Beef and Broccoli
INGREDIENTS
 1 pound stir-fry beef, cut into strips
 12 ounces broccoli florets
 1/4 cup coconut aminos
 1 tablespoon avocado oil
 1 teaspoon sesame oil
 1 1/2 teaspoon arrowroot powder
 1 clove garlic, minced
 1/2 teaspoon sesame seeds, plus extra

for garnish
 Salt and pepper, to taste
 Red pepper flakes, for garnish
 Green onions, sliced, for garnish

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Place the broccoli florets in a microwave safe bowl with 1 tablespoon of water and
cover with a damp paper towel. Microwave for 2 minutes until the broccoli is just
becoming tender.
2. In a small bowl, mix the coconut aminos and arrowroot powder and set aside
3. In a large skillet over medium heat, add the avocado oil and garlic and sauté until fragrant,
about 1 minute.
4. Add the beef to the skillet along with the salt and pepper, and sauté until cooked through,
about 6 minutes.
5. Once the beef is just about done, add the sesame oil and broccoli to pan and sauté for an
additional minute before pouring the coconut amino mixture over top.
6. Sauté for 1 to 2 more minutes until all ingredients are well incorporated.
7. Garnish with red pepper flakes, sesame seeds and green onions, before serving.

TIP: Chicken and shrimp can be used instead of beef.
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Eggplant Parma-Non
INGREDIENTS
For Eggplant
 1 medium eggplant
 Mixture of almond and coconut flour

for breading (1-2 cups)
 2 eggs
For Sauce
 2 cans of organic tomato sauce





(unsweetened, Muir Glen is good)
1/2 medium onion chopped
Seasoning (to taste, I don’t measure) (basil, oregano or Italian spice blend already mixed)
Garlic Powder (to taste)
Olive Oil

INSTRUCTIONS
For Sauce
1. Saute onions in Olive Oil until tender.
2. Add the tomato sauce, and seasonings. Simmer about 15-20 minutes.
3. You should start the sauce first so that it can be simmering as your preparing the eggplant.
For Eggplant
1. Peel eggplant and cut into ½ mm slices
2. Whisk 2 eggs in a bowl
3. Add flour mixture to another bowl
4. Dip eggplant slice into egg mixture, then coat both sides in flour mixture. Add more flour
if you run out.
5. Fry in a pan until browned on each side (about 5 at a time depending on the size of your
pan). You’ll need to keep adding oil as you continue to fry all of the eggplant slices.
Assembly
1. Place a few slices in a casserole dish and top with a few large spoonful’s of sauce until
thoroughly coated.
2. Add a few more slices and then more sauce. Continue this until you’ve used all
the eggplant.
3. Cook in oven at 350 degrees for about 30-45 minutes. Eggplant should be tender.
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Falafel with Tahini Sauce
INGREDIENTS
Falafel Ingredients
 2 cup raw cauliflower, pureed
 1/2 cup ground slivered almonds
 1 Tbsp ground cumin
 1/2 Tbsp ground coriander
 1 tsp kosher salt
 1/2 tsp cayenne pepper
 1 clove garlic, minced
 2 Tbsp fresh parsley, chopped
 3 large eggs
 3 Tbsp coconut flour

Tahini Sauce Ingredients
 2 Tbsp tahini paste
 3 Tbsp water
 1 Tbsp lemon juice
 1 clove garlic, minced
 1/2 tsp kosher salt, more to taste

TIP: Double the recipe for
Freezing. Keep in individual plastic
bags. It’s quick to pull one out to
heat in the oven.

if desired
 Optional: artichoke hearts

INSTRUCTIONS
1. For the cauliflower you should end up with a cup of the puree. It takes about 1 medium
head (florets only) to get that much. First chop it up with a knife, then add it to a food
processor or magic bullet and pulse until it’s blended but still has a grainy texture.
2. You can grind the almonds in a similar manner – just don’t over grind them, you want the
texture.
3. Combine the ground cauliflower and ground almonds in a medium bowl. Add the rest of
the ingredients and stir until well blended.
4. Heat a half and half mix of olive and grapeseed (or any other light oil) oil until sizzling.
While it’s heating, form the mix into 8 three-inch patties that are about the thickness of a
hockey puck.
5. Fry them four at a time until browned on one side and then flip and cook the other side.
Resist the urge to flip too soon – you should see the edges turning brown before you
attempt it – maybe 4 minutes or so per side. Remove to a plate lined with a paper towel to
drain any excess oil.
6. Serve with tahini sauce and a tomato & parsley garnish if desired.
7. Tahini sauce: Blend all ingredients in a bowl. Thin with more water if you like a
lighter consistency.
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Pesto Zucchini Pasta
INGREDIENTS
 2 Zucchinis
 2 tbsps Pine Nuts (omit if sensitive to pine nuts








or substitute with another type such as almond,
pecan or walnut)
1 Avocado
2 Garlic clove PLUS 1/2 tsp garlic powder
Juice from half of 1 Lemon
3 oz container of Basil Leaves
3 tbsp Olive Oil
Salt to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Start in the food processor with grinding up the
pine nuts then garlic clove.
2. Add in the avocado and 1/4-1/2 of a
lemons juice.
3. Mix that in the processor then use a spatula to mix the nuts from the bottom of the
container.
4. Now I add in the basil leaves and about 3 tbsp of olive oil.
5. Add garlic powder and salt.
6. Toss sauce with spiralized zucchini noodles off of the heat so it gets warm but does
not cook.

Recipe from Anna’s daughter, Melissa. :)
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Pizza
INGREDIENTS
 2 cups almond or coconut flour
 1 teaspoon sea salt
 2 teaspoons baking powder
 1 cup water
 3 tablespoons olive oil (approximate)
 Tomato sauce (unsweetened)
 SPICES: Curry, sea salt, lemon pepper,

garlic powder, ginger, dried red pepper
flakes, oregano, thyme, fresh cilantro, basil,
tarragon, etc.
 TOPPINGS: Chicken, Black olives, red onions,
zucchini, garlic, ginger, spinach, bell peppers, jalapenos, artichokes, eggplant, whatever
you want.

INSTRUCTION
1. Preheat oven to 425°F.
2. Grease baking sheet.
3. Mix flour, salt, baking powder and water.
4. Knead for 2 minutes or until dough becomes workable.
5. Spread dough out on prepared baking sheet.
6. Spread oil over dough (prevents sauce from soaking in).
7. Spread with tomato sauce.
8. Sprinkle with spices.
9. Add favorite veggies, chicken, etc.
10. Sprinkle with shredded almond cheese (or not!).
11. Bake in 425°F oven for 10-15 minutes. Enjoy!

TIP: You can make these into mini pizzas so that it’s easier to freeze the
leftovers in individual-sized portions. Cut the parchment paper around
each pizza, and put them in a large freezer bag with the parchment
paper separating each one so that they don’t stick together.
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SOUPS
AND STEWS
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Cabbage Soup with Beef
INGREDIENTS
 28 ounce can diced unsweetened tomatoes












(with juice)
1 pound 90% lean ground beef
1 pound chopped green cabbage
(about 5 cups)
4 cups beef stock
1 cup riced cauliflower
1/2 cup diced onions
1 tablespoon olive oil
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
2 tablespoons dried parsley
1 teaspoon dried oregano
2 teaspoons of dill
1 teaspoons dried fennel

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Cook ground beef in skillet with onions until browned, breaking it apart as it cooks.
2. Add all ingredients with cooked ground beef into crockpot and cook for 3-4 hours. Or if
you don’t have a crockpot, cook in a pot on the stove until vegetables are tender.

TIPS: You can use nitrate and sugar free sausage or chicken instead of
ground beef.
It’s good to make a big batch of soup each week so that you have
plenty to freeze to have for meals during the week.
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Egg Drop Soup
INGREDIENTS
 Organic Chicken Broth
 2 eggs
 Slash of water
 Green Onions

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Just boil some chicken broth...
(homemade or if you’re desperado
buy some organic broth in the box...I
know it has a few extra ingredients,
but I’ve been ok with it so far, and
hopefully you will too)
2. Break two eggs in a glass measuring
cup and use a fork to blend them together.
3. Add a splash of water to the eggs (this keeps them a little fluffier and less rubbery)
4. Pour the eggs into the boiling stock a little at a time, and voila! You’ll have egg drop soup!
5. I also like to cut up some green onions to go in it...I add them last because I like them on
the raw side for crunch.

TIP: For extra fat, add some chopped up avocado. You can also add
left-over cooked veggies from the fridge.
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Indian Red Curry Stew with Beef
Easy and delicious!...I find that the dill,
parsley, and vegetables help to add
wonderful flavor, and counteract the spiciness
of the dish, if you prefer less spicy.
I also add cauliflower rice into stew, for extra
flavor, or you can just serve stew over plain
cauliflower rice, with other vegetables.
The key with cooking with cauliflower rice,
is to make sure it’s cooked to the point of
being tender, but not mushy...it tastes just
like authentic rice, if you just remember that
one step!

INGREDIENTS

INSTRUCTIONS

 3 tbsp olive oil
 1 package of beef stew meat
 2-3 bags of frozen riced cauliflower
 Other fresh or frozen vegetables, as
















desired (peas, broccoli, organic green
beans, tomatoes, etc. all work well)
Salt and freshly ground pepper
1 medium yellow onion, chopped
(optional)
1/2 tsp garlic powder, or 4 cloves garlic,
chopped
1 tbsp red (or yellow) curry powder,
1 tbsp garam masala (optional)
2 tsp cumin
1 tbsp ground dill
1 tbsp ground parsley
1 tsp ground coriander
3 cups beef broth
4 tablespoons of butter
3/4 cup tomato puree
1/2 cup coconut cream or plain
coconut milk
Fresh parsley, for garnish

1. Heat two tablespoons of olive oil in
a cooking pan, over medium heat.
Generously season the beef with salt and
pepper and place into the pan. Brown on
each side for 4-5 minutes.
2. Transfer to a medium sized cooking pot.
Heat the remaining tablespoon of oil
and add the onion and garlic. Sauté for
6-8 minutes until soft. Add a tablespoon
of the tomato puree, along with the
curry and other spices. Stir to combine,
cooking for an additional 3-4 minutes.
3. Add the beef, beef broth, and remaining
tomato puree to the pot. Add the
remaining ingredients.
4. Bring to a boil, then reduce the heat and
simmer for 20-40 minutes (or longer, if
desired), until beef is no longer pink in
the center, and the juices run clear.
5. Remove beef to a plate, and cut into
shredded pieces.
6. Continue to simmer, if needed, until the
sauce is thick, stirring occasionally.
7. Follow package directions for boiling the
Cauliflower rice. Add other vegetables.
8. Add cauliflower rice, for the last fifteen
minutes of cooking (or serve chicken
mixture over the plain rice).
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Low-carb no-bean Chili
INGREDIENTS
 1 pound ground beef
 2 cloves of garlic, minced (or 1/2 tsp garlic powder)
 1 large bell pepper (your favorite color)
 1 cup onion, diced










(use more if you like sautéed onion)
2 tsp chili powder
1 tsp cumin
1/4 tsp pepper
1 tsp salt (You could cheat and just use 2 tbs of
a chili spice mix in place of the 4 spices above.)
1/2 tsp celery salt
4 oz can diced green chilies
1 cup of unsweetened tomato sauce
1 cup beef broth
1 tbs unsweetened tomato paste

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Combine the ground beef, onions, bell peppers and garlic in large frying pan and sauté
until ground beef is browned. Drain fat.
2. Add spices, diced green chilies, tomato sauce, tomato paste and broth to the pan. Stir to
combine and simmer for 30 minutes to an hour.
3. Give chili a taste, add additional cumin, chili powder and additional cayenne if desired.

TIP: Make extra and freeze in individual portion freezer containers. See
Freezing section (16 oz containers works well).
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Main Dish Rescue Soup
INGREDIENTS
 3 organic chicken breasts
 1 stick of European grass fed butter







(Kerry Gold)
1 large or half of a small onion, diced
2 long ribs of celery, diced
All the leaves from a bunch of
celery, diced
1 teaspoon minced garlic
2 boxes of organic chicken broth
Sea salt and ground pepper to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Wash, dry, salt, and pepper the
chicken breasts and bake at 350
degrees until brown.
2. Dice the cooked chicken into bite
sized pieces.
3. Dice the celery and onion into small pieces.
4. Chop celery leaves into small pieces.
5. Melt butter in a large Dutch oven, and saute the chopped celery and onion until softened.
Add the garlic and saute a bit more. The reason you add the garlic later is because it’ll get
bitter if you saute it too long.
6. Stir in the chopped chicken and then add the two boxes of chicken broth. Bring to a
simmer and then add the celery leaves.
7. Add salt and pepper to taste and then simmer with a lid on it until the flavors are nicely
mingled.

TIPS: If you’d like, you can also add other vegetables like cauliflower,
zucchini, etc. It’s a good way to use up leftover vegetables in your
refrigerator. Freeze in individual 16 oz freezer containers.
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Slow Cooker Keto Taco Soup
INGREDIENTS
 2 lbs. ground beef
 2 cloves garlic, minced
 1/2 cup onion, diced
 2 tablespoons taco seasoning









(see recipe below)
1/2 teaspoon ancho chili powder
1 can diced unsweetened tomatoes
1 cup chopped bell peppers
2 10 oz. cans chilies
1 can coconut milk (full fat)
1/2 cup fresh cilantro, chopped
4 cups beef broth
Optional toppings: (jalapeño, and avocado)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. In a skillet on the stove, crumble and cook ground beef, diced onion, and garlic.
2. Transfer ground beef mixture to slow cooker. Add seasonings and remaining ingredients
except for cilantro.
3. Close lid and cook on low for 4 hours, or 2 hours on high.
4. Serve and add toppings (fresh cilantro, avocado and jalapeño).
Taco Seasoning
 4 tablespoons chili powder
 1 teaspoon garlic powder
 1 teaspoon onion powder
 1 teaspoon crushed red pepper flakes (more or less depending on how spicy you like it)
 1 teaspoon dried oregano
 1 tablespoon paprika
 3 tablespoon ground cumin
 1 tablespoon salt
 1 tablespoon black pepper

TIP: Keep Taco Seasoning in a small mason jar or empty spice
container for future recipes.
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Thai Shrimp Soup
INGREDIENTS
 1 cup uncooked riced cauliflower
 2 tablespoons unsalted butter
 1 pound medium shrimp, peeled and deveined
 Salt and pepper to taste
 2 cloves garlic, minced
 1 onion, diced
 1 red bell pepper, diced
 1 tablespoon freshly grated ginger
 2 tablespoon red curry paste
 1 (12-ounce) can unsweetened coconut milk
 3 cups vegetable stock
 Juice of 1 lime
 2 tablespoons chopped fresh cilantro leaves

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Melt butter in a large stockpot or Dutch oven over medium high heat. Add shrimp, salt and
pepper, to taste. Cook, stirring occasionally, until pink, about 2-3 minutes; set aside.
2. Add garlic, onion and bell pepper, riced cauliflower to the stockpot. Cook, stirring
occasionally, until tender, about 3-4 minutes. Stir in ginger until fragrant, about 1 minute.
3. Whisk in curry paste until well combined, about 1 minute. Gradually whisk in coconut milk
and vegetable stock, and cook, whisking constantly, until incorporated, about 1-2 minutes.
4. Bring to a boil; reduce heat and simmer until slightly thickened, about 8-10 minutes.
5. Stir shrimp, lime juice and cilantro.
6. Serve immediately.

TIP: This recipe works well with chicken breast if you don’t have shrimp.
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SNACKS
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BLT Stuffed Avocado
INGREDIENTS
 2 medium Avocado
 2 slices Bacon (uncured, sugar and nitrate free)
 1/2 cup Grape tomatoes (halved)
 1/2 cup Romaine lettuce (chopped)
 1 tsp Lime juice
 1/8 tsp Garlic powder
 1/4 tsp Sea salt
 1/8 tsp Black pepper

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Place bacon onto a skillet while the skillet
is still cold. Cook the bacon over low or
medium-low heat until the edges start to curl.
Flip and continue cooking until golden and
crispy. This process may take 5 minutes or maybe a little longer. Drain on paper towels
(it will crisp up more as it cools).
2. Meanwhile, slice the avocados in half and remove the pits. Scoop half of the flesh out of
each avocado half (leave half undisturbed) and transfer to a bowl.
3. Mash the avocado in the bowl. Stir in the grape tomatoes, lettuce, lime juice, garlic
powder, sea salt, and black pepper (adjust seasonings to taste if needed).
4. When the bacon slices are cool enough to handle, chop them up and add them to
the bowl.
5. Scoop the mixture back into the avocado halves.

TIP: If you don’t have fresh tomatoes, you can used unsweetened
diced tomatoes from a can.
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Candied Nuts
INGREDIENTS
 1 egg white
 Several drops of stevia
 1 teaspoon of cinnamon
 Scraping of a vanilla bean (or vanilla extract if you

can find the alcohol and sugar free kind)
 3 cups of nuts (I used walnuts in this picture)

DIRECTIONS
1. Mix the egg white, stevia, cinnamon, and vanilla in
the bottom of a large bowl. Add the nuts and stir
them around until thoroughly coated.
2. Line a baking pan with parchment paper and spread the nuts around as evenly as possible.
3. Bake at 250 F. degrees for about 30 minutes.
4. The old recipe said 60 minutes...look at the pic by that recipe and you’ll see what
happened compared to the 30 minutes with this pic.
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Cucumber Sub
INGREDIENTS
 1 large cucumber partially peeled, cut in half and





seeded
3 slices of organic lunchmeat (no sugar or nitrates)
1 green onion
Approved mayonnaise or mashed avocado
Salt and pepper

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Lay out the lunchmeat
2. Top green onion, mayo salt and pepper.
3. Roll it all up like a sleeping bag and nesstle it
into one half of the cucumber
4. Top with the other half and Bingo! One really
cool summertime Cucumber Sub!

TIP: You can use a different filling such as egg and tuna salad, or
whatever you would like, BE CREATIVE.
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Cucumber Tuna Boats
INGREDIENTS
 5 oz can wild albacore tuna (Wild Planet










is a good choice)
1 celery stalk, chopped small
1/8 cup red onion, chopped small
1/4 cup – 1/2 cup approved
Mayonnaise (add more/less according
to how creamy you like it), or mashed
avocado with a little bit of stevia.
1/2 tsp dried dill
1/2 tsp garlic powder
Dash sea salt
Dash ground black pepper
1 cucumber (peeled or not, depending
on how you like it)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Chop off the ends of the cucumber
(any stems).
2. Slice the cucumber in half length-wise.
3. Scoop out some of the insides of it to
make a long “canal” in the cucumber.
4. Chop up the stuff you scooped out,
add to a medium bowl.
5. Add the rest of the ingredients to the
bowl (except the cucumber boat).
6. Stir well then scoop into the boats and take a bite! Eat them all up! Save leftovers for later,
(you might need another cucumber!).

TIPS: Alternatively you can use the Avocado Tuna Salad recipe or the
Egg Salad recipe for the filling.
If you don’t fill up to making a boat, just slice the cucumber and top
with tuna salad or your topping of choice.
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Kale Chips
INGREDIENTS
 Kale
 Salt
 Other spices: Turmeric, Curry Powder, Chili

Powder, Mustard Powder, Sesame Seeds

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat an oven to 350 degrees F (175
degrees C). Line a non-insulated cookie
sheet with parchment paper.
2. With a knife or kitchen shears carefully
remove the leaves from the thick stems
and tear into bite size pieces. Wash and thoroughly dry kale with a salad spinner. Drizzle
kale with olive oil and sprinkle seasonings.
3. Bake until the edges brown but are not burnt, 10 to 15 minutes.
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Lettuce Wrap
INGREDIENTS
 Nitrate and sugar free pastrami
 Sliver of dill pickle or raw unpasteurized saurkraut
 Lettuce leaves

For Sauce
 1/3 cup Olive Oil
 Wasabia (tiny bit about the size of a pencil eraser)
 1/2 teaspoon of finely chopped ginger root

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Roll some nitrate sugar free pastrami and a sliver of
dill pickle in a leafy green lettuce leaf.
For sauce
1. Put the following in a small jar and shake: 1/3 cup of
olive oil, wasabi (be careful, it’s HOT), a 1/2 tsp of
finely chopped ginger root
2. Just drizzle a bit of this over the filling before you roll.

TIPS: “Most of you probably do wraps from time to time...but here’s
a reminder that they’re quick and easy and the sky is the limit on what
you can use for fillings.” Karen
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Lunchmeat Wrap
INGREDIENTS
 Lunchmeat slide such as Turkey, Chicken, Beef,





Pastrami (with no sugar, nitrates, or nitrites)
Avocado Slices
Condiment of choice: i.e., Approved Protocol
Dressing, Mayo, etc.
Veggies: i.e., lettuce, tomatoes, bell peppers,
cucumbers, onions.
OPTIONAL: Bacon (with no sugar, nitrates, or nitrites)

INSTRUCTIONS
 Put all ingredients on a slice of meat and roll up like

a burrito.

TIPS: The SKY IS THE LIMIT for this recipe. It even tastes good stuffed
with egg salad. But get creative with the filling, there are so many
options to choose from or invent one of your own!
If you don’t have lunch meat, slice some cucumber in thin slices and
stuff with desired filling. Or use roasted eggplant cut into thin slices.
This is not just a snack, it can be turned into a meal. Especially if you
have it with a bowl of soup or salad.
Make a few at a time so that you have them ready for whenever you’re
hungry to help prevent you from eating something that you shouldn’t.
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Old Bay Shrimp Celery Boats
INGREDIENTS
 10 large stalks celery, cleaned, cut into 3”

pieces and bottoms trimmed (30 “boats”)
 1 pound frozen pre-cooked
 3/4 Tablespoon Old Bay Seasoning plus a bit
more to sprinkle on top
 1/2 cup approved mayonnaise, or mashed
avocado

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Clean celery, trim ends and top and cut
each stalk into approximately 3 boats, each 3” long give or take. You want to wind up with
30 evenly sized boats.
2. Flip each celery boat over and grab a paring knife. Gently slice off a small portion of the
bottom so that each celery boat will sit flat on your serving tray.
3. In a mixing bowl, combine (very well drained) shrimp, old bay and mayo. Toss until well
mixed.
4. Use a slotted spoon to scoop up the shrimp salad mixture and stuff each celery boat.
Repeat until all of the mixture is used.
5. Sprinkle with a touch of old bay and serve immediately. Alternately, loosely cover and
refrigerate for a couple of hours, serve cold and Enjoy!

TIP: Don’t want to spend too much time on this recipe, fill the celery
boat with something easier like egg or tuna salad, or easier yet some
almond butter (if you have some chocolate already made from the
chocolate bar recipe you can crumble some on top of the almond
butter for a sweet treat).
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Roasted Pecans
INGREDIENTS
 1 1/2 cups of pecans
 2 table spoons of butter
 3/4 teaspoon of salt
 1 teaspoon of cinnamon
 Stevia to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Set oven or air fryer temperature to 320 degrees F
2. Melt butter
3. Put pecans in air fryer, convection/toaster oven, or
regular over
4. If cooking in air fryer, pour melted butter on top and mix in salt and cinnamon. If cooking
in over or convection oven, add pecans to oven pan with melted butter, then stir in salt
and cinnamon.
5. Cook for approximately 15 min then toss and cook and additional 5 minutes.
6. Wait for them to cool and add stevia to taste. They need to be cooled before eating or
they won’t be the right texture.

Recipe from Anna’s daughter Melissa. :)
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Roasted Pumpkin Seeds
INGREDIENTS
 Pumpkin Seeds
 Salt
 Butter
 Other spices if desired

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Melt butter in backing dish or metal
oven tray.
2. Add pumpkin seeds to melted butter
to coat
3. Sprinkle with salt and other spices
4. Cook until toasted

TIP: Consider making this a sweet treat by adding stevia and pumpkin
pie spice or unsweetened coco powder.
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DRINKS
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Avocado Smoothie
INGREDIENTS
 1 Avocado
 1/2 tsp ground cinnamon
 2 cups full fat coconut milk from can
 Stevia to taste
 1/2 cup cold water or ice
 Optional: 1/2 cup frozen kale

INSTRUCTIONS
1. To a large blender add avocado flesh, coconut
cream, cinnamon, stevia and frozen kale.
2. Blend until you get a homogenous consistency.
3. If you like your smoothie to be little more
runny, add water (1/4 cup at a time) and blend
again until you get the consistency you’re
looking for.
4. Serve with a sprinkle of cinnamon. Enjoy!

TIPS: For chocolate smoothie, add 1 heaping tbsp of unsweetened
cocoa powder. You can also add a little almond butter for extra flavor.
To add more nutrition and calories, add protein powder. If you
can’t tolerate whey protein, try this plant-based protein powder
that doesn’t contain any sweetener which allows you to add your
own stevia to it. You can also add Magnifigreens from Logos to the
smoothie for extra vital nutrients.
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Chrissie’s Lemon Soda
INGREDIENTS
 1 glass Perrier natural carbonated water
 Lemon or lime juice
 Stevia to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
 Mix all ingredients together

TIP: “This is a very refreshing drink and will satisfy your craving for
something sweet” - Chrissie
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Lemon Drink
INGREDIENTS
 1 Lemon
 1 or 2 pinches of Cayenne Powder

(according to your liking)
 A few drops of organic Stevia
 1 glass of water

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Mix ingredients together
2. Put in fridge to cool or add ice
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Leslie’s Almond Chocolate Milk
INGREDIENTS
 1 cup of almond or coconut milk
 1-2 tablespoons of unsweetened coco powder
 Stevia to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
 Mix everything in a cup, can be heated for a

warm drink
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Root Beer
INGREDIENTS
 Sweet Drops Root Beer Stevia
 1 cup of Perrier natural carbonated mineral water

INSTRUCTIONS
 Mix ingredients together
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Yoo Hoo’ish Drink
INGREDIENTS
 2 cups of sparkling mineral water
 1/2 cup of unsweetened almond milk
 Sweet Drops chocolate flavored liquid stevia to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
 Mix the above and pour it into a glass full

of ice.
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DESSERTS
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Chocolate Cauliflower Pudding
INGREDIENTS
 16 ounces cauliflower florets fresh or frozen
 1/2 cupwater
 5 tablespoons raw cacao powder
 2 tablespoons butter or coconut oil
 10 to 15 drops liquid vanilla stevia
 1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract omit if using

vanilla stevia
 1/4 to 1/2 teaspoon salt

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Add cauliflower and water to the stainless steel
insert of your Instant Pot. Close the lid, seal the
vent, press the Manual button, and adjust the
time to 2 minutes on high pressure.
2. Alternatively, place the cauliflower and water in a
saucepan on the stove and gently simmer until the
cauliflower is soft.
3. Transfer the cooked cauliflower + water to a highspeed blender and blend until smooth.
4. Add the remaining ingredients and continue blending until smooth.
5. Serve warm, or transfer to individual serving cups or bowls and chill.

TIP: This sounds like it wouldn’t taste too great but the cauliflower
flavor is very mild.
This makes quite a bit but you can freeze it in 8 oz freezer containers.
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Cilantro Lime Sorbet
INGREDIENTS
 2 cup Water
 Stevia to taste
 1 cup freshly squeezed lime juice
 1 tbsp lime zest
 1/4-1/2 cup fresh cilantro

INSTRUCTIONS
 Mix water, stevia, and lime zest.
 Finely chop your cilantro (best to use food

processor).
 Add cilantro to liquid mixture
 Combine everything in your ice cream
machine and let it run until solid. Freeze
at least 4 hours, or overnight, and serve. If
you don’t have an ice cream maker, just put
in individual freezer containers.

TIPS: To make this recipe more creamy like ice cream, try adding
some coconut milk from the can.
You could also try filling ice trays with this recipe, then zapping a
few cubes with some water in a blender or Magic Bullet to make it
into a slushy.
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Coconut Milk Chocolate Whip Cream
INGREDIENTS
 2 cans full fat coconut milk
 1.5 tbsp cacao powder
 Liquid Vanilla Stevia to taste
 Dash of cinnamon

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Chill both cans of coconut milk in fridge overnight.
Remove the can of coconut milk from fridge and open
upside down.
2. Put beaters and metal bowl in freezer before making
whip cream.
3. Gently pour out the coconut water that is separated and
sitting on top of the coconut cream into a measuring cup.
4. Place the thick cream that remains into a mixing bowl and
whip until peaks form (about 2 minutes if using a mixer.) To improve consistency, slowly
add 1-3 oz of coconut water (about 1 oz at a time) while whipping.
5. When consistency is to your liking, put mixer on “low” and add cacao powder, cinnamon,
and vanilla stevia while whipping. Scrape sides of bowl and “fold” in unmixed ingredients.
6. Store in fridge.

TIP: You can use this as a topping for cookies in the recipes below. Also
try putting some in the freezer to make a chocolate frosty.
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Chia Seed Pudding
INGREDIENTS
 6 tablespoons of chia seeds in boiling water in a

cup and let soften. (covered)
Once softened a bit, mix the following together in
a blender:
 Softened chia seeds
 2 cups of almond or coconut milk
(or a mixture of the two)
 1 tablespoon of unsweetened cocoa
 Stevia drops to taste. I used chocolate stevia
because I had it, but you could use just plain
or the vanilla cream flavor. I ended up using
around 8 to 10 half dropper fulls in this recipe,
but taste as you add and adjust.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Blend until it looks like you’ve gotten rid of
the chia see clumps (they kind of clump up
in the hot water) and then pour it into a bowl
and refrigerate for at least 20 minutes to get it
to gel.
2. I poured a swirl of coconut cream out of the
can on mine, that’s what that white is in the
picture. I just felt like being fancy, but it’s good
without it too.

TIP: Add some unsweetened coconut flakes or chopped approved
nuts for added flavor.
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Coconut Macaroons
INGREDIENTS
 Coconut is a great anti-fungal and these cookies





are a delicious and filling snack or dessert.
1 (7 oz) bag of organic unsweetened coconut
flakes (available at Walmart – Great Value Brand)
2 Large eggs
2 tablespoons of Organic Sweet Leaf Stevia
or use whatever stevia you have to taste
2-3 tablespoons of organic unrefined coconut oil

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 350 (suggest using parchment
paper for lining your cookie sheet)
2. Whisk 2 eggs in a large bowl
3. Add in coconut - stirring as you add
4. Add 2-3 tablespoons of coconut oil
5. Add In Stevia and mix well
6. Once the coconut is moist take a spoon and grab
of dollop of coconut – squeeze together to make a mound and place on a cookie sheet
that you have lined with parchment paper – (the cookies may stick to your cookie sheet if
you don’t use parchment).
7. Bake in a preheated oven at 350 degrees. Cookies should cook for about 10 minutes or
when they start getting golden brown – they are crispier when they are golden brown.
8. Optional: add a teaspoon of vanilla or add the juice of one whole lemon
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Chocolate Bar
INGREDIENTS
 1 cup of unsweetened coco butter chopped into small

pieces (Biggs & Featherbelle is the best brand for this
recipe which can be bought from Whole Foods)
 1/4 cup of unsweetened cocoa powder
 About 5 pinches of salt
 Sweet Drops vanilla or regular flavor to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Slowly melt coco butter on stove in a double broiler
so that it doesn’t burn.
2. Add salt so that it dissolves while coco butter is
melting.
3. After it’s completely melted, add cocoa powder
and mix until it has been incorporated and there
are no lumps.
4. Add stevia drops to taste.
5. Pour into dish with sides, cupcake liners, or chocolate
mold.
6. Put in refrigerator until it’s hardened.
7. Once hardened you can remove it and keep it out in a container. It tastes much better at
room temperature.

TIPS: For variety you can add shredded unsweetened coconut and
chopped nuts such as almonds or pecans.
Alternatively you can pour over almonds to coat and place on wax or
parchment paper to dry.
Eat in moderation and make sure that you’re not having any reaction
before you eat too much.
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Coconut Milk Ice Cream
INGREDIENTS
 2 (13.5 ounce) cans coconut milk
 Vanilla Stevia or any other flavored stevia

to taste
 4 egg yolks
 1/2 tsp salt
 2 tsp guar gum

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Heat the coconut milk over medium heat
until mixture is hot. Do not let this boil!
2. Remove from heat and temper in the egg yolks. To do this, beat the egg yolks in a blender
or in a medium bowl with a whisk until smooth. Blending/whisking constantly, slowly add a
small amount of the hot coconut milk mixture at a time until completely incorporated and
smooth. Sprinkle in guar gum a little at a time to incorporate without making lumps
3. Return the sweetened milk and egg mixture to pan, add the salt, and simmer for 2-3
minutes or until slightly thickened, stirring occasionally.
4. Remove the coconut milk mixture from the heat, stir in the vanilla.
5. Let mixture cool in the refrigerator for approximately 2 hour.
6. Mix in stevia
7. Pour into ice cream maker (following instructions) or use tin can method. Freeze for 1 hour
before serving.

TIPS: You can add unsweetened cocoa powder for chocolate
ice cream, try using flavored liquid stevia such as toffee or add
peppermint flavor with cocoa powder for chocolate mint ice cream.
Top with chopped nuts or shredded unsweetened coconut flakes.
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Hazelnut Breakfast Cookies
INGREDIENTS
 1 cup Hazelnuts/Hazelnut Flour
 2 Egg Whites
 2 tbsp Coconut Oil Melted
 2 tbsp Almond Flour
 1 tsp Cinnamon
 1 tsp Vanilla Bean
 Stevia Sweetener to taste
 1/2 tsp Baking Powder
 1 tbsp Brewed Coffee (optional)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat the oven to 325 degrees F.
2. Add hazelnuts to a food processor and pulse until finely ground, or simply use
hazelnut flour.
3. Add remaining ingredients to the food processor and run until well combined.
4. Scrape mixture out of the food processor onto a flat surface covered with parchment
paper, plastic or dusted with almond flour.
5. Press mixture out to about 1/4”. Use cutters to make cookies. Place on sheet pan and bake
10 minutes or until golden.
6. Allow to cool completely. Enjoy or wrap to store in the freezer.

TIP: Can top with Coconut Milk Chocolate Whip Cream (see recipe).
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No-Bake Cookies
INGREDIENTS
 2 tablespoons real butter
 2/3 cup all natural almond butter
 1 cup unsweetened all natural

shredded coconut
 4 drops of vanilla stevia
 1 tablespoon cocoa powder (optional)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. In a microwave safe dish, melt butter.
2. Stir in almond butter until smooth. If you
chose to make these with cocoa powder, add it now.
3. Add stevia and coconut. Mix well.
4. Scoop 2” spoonful’s onto a sheet pan.
5. Freeze for 5-10 minutes.
6. Store in a sealed bag, refrigerated. If you do not store refrigerated they will be sticky.
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CONDIMENTS
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Avocado Mayo
INGREDIENTS











1 large ripe avocado
1 1/2 - 2 Tbs apple cider vinegar
1 1/2 - 2 Tbs lemon juice
1/2 - 1 tsp of mustard powder (or add approved Mustard)
1/8 tsp garlic powder
3/4 tsp onion powder
2 Tbs oil (avocado oil or olive oil work well)
1/4 cup water
1/4-1/2 tsp salt, to taste
Optional: add a tiny bit of stevia to make it
taste more like Helman’s

INSTRUCTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Put all ingredients in mason jar
Use immersion blender and blend until creamy
Taste and adjust, as needed
Store in mason jar in fridge

TIPS: This is a great mayonnaise alternative for those who are unable
to tolerate eggs.
This recipe is also good for a salad dressing, or a base for a salad
dressing.
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Green Goddess Dressing
INGREDIENTS
 1/2 cup tahini
 1/2 cup water
 2 tbs fresh parsley
 3 tbs of chopped green onions
 1/2 tsp sea salt
 3 garlic cloves
 1 tsp coconut aminos
 2 tbs fresh lemon juice
 2 tbs apple cider vinegar

INSTRUCTIONS
 Blend ingredients in a food processor until creamy.
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Ketchup
INGREDIENTS
 1 28-oz can unsweetened tomato purée
 Stevia to taste
 1/4 cup apply cider vinegar
 1 tablespoon tomato paste
 1/2 teaspoon garlic powder
 1 tablespoon onion powder
 1/2 teaspoon kosher salt
 1/2 teaspoon ground mustard
 1/8 teaspoon ground cloves
 1/8 teaspoon allspice
 1/8 teaspoon cayenne pepper

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Add all ingredients (except stevia) to a sauce pan
and simmer for 30-40 minutes.
2. After it cools, add stevia to taste (add slowly, you
don’t want it to be too sweet)
3. Taste ketchup and adjust seasonings if necessary.
Pour ketchup into a jar, seal, and store in the
refrigerator for 3 weeks up to a month.

TIPS: For longer storage, keep in small individual plastic bags and
freeze them in a bigger gallon-size freezer bag labeled “condiments”.
That way you can keep all your frozen condiments in one place.
Turn this into Shrimp Cocktail Sauce: 1/2 cup of ketchup, 1 tbsp of
lemon juice, 1 tsp coconut aminos, 1/8 - 1/4 tsp of powdered ginger.
Turn this into Barbeque Sauce: 1/2 cup of ketchup, a few dashes of
Liquid Smoke, 1/8 - 1/4 tsp or powdered ginger, and some extra apple
cider vinegar for tanginess.
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Mayonnaise
INGREDIENTS
 One scant cup of coconut oil (Not the kind






that’s hard...use the kind that stays liquid)
A splash or two of olive oil
1 organic egg
2 teaspoons lemon juice
1/2 teaspoon of mustard powder
1/4 teaspoon of salt or to taste

INSTRUCTIONS
Put the following ingredients into a wide mouth
pint sized fruit jar:
1. 1 scant cup of coconut oil (Not the kind that’s hard...use the kind that stays liquid)
2. Mix all well right in the jar using a hand held immersion blender. It is magic!
3. If you don’t have a wide mouth fruit jar (I didn’t), then use another tall deep container that
you can get the immersion blender head into.
4. If you don’t have a hand held immersion blender, just throw all of this in a regular blender.
5. If you don’t have a regular blender...then you might try this with a mixer. Not sure...but it
would probably work if you beat it for a while.
6. The original recipe states that this will keep in the fridge for up to two weeks...but...I’ll
probably opt for a shorter lifespan for it because of the egg.

TIP: If you’re unable to make this recipe, as a substitute try using
mashed avocado with lemon juice.
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Mustard
INGREDIENTS
 5 tbs of ground mustard
 2 tbs water
 1 tsp of lime juice, lemon juice, or apple

cider vinegar
 1 1/2 tbs of Extra virgin olive oil

INSTRUCTIONS
 Mix all ingredients in a bowl.
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Ranch Dressing
INGREDIENTS
 1/2 cup mayonnaise
 1/2 cup almond milk (or coconut milk)
 1 tbsp dill
 1 1/2 tbsp garlic powder
 Salt and pepper

INSTRUCTIONS
 Mix ingredients to incorporate.

TIP: Don’t have mayonnaise made already, see if mashed avocado
works.
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The Morpho Butterfly
The Morpho is a butterfly from South America that has some
incredible design features. All butterflies have features that are
impossible for evolutionists to explain, but the special blue color
of the Morpho is extra special.
Morpho Peleides Chrysalis
A butterfly starts its life as a caterpillar. When
fully grown the caterpillar then for some reason
attaches itself to a branch hanging upside down,
covers itself with a chrysalis (protective covering),
dissolves its body and all of its internal organs,
rearranges the millions of cells into new structures,
and then emerges from the chrysalis as a butterfly.

What Makes the Blue Color
of the Morpho Special?
There is NO Blue Pigment!
Researchers have found that this type of
butterfly has no blue pigment on its wings. If
you use an electron microscope and look at the
wings of a Morpho you will notice thousands of
rows of cones on every scale. These cones have
ridges on them that are spaced 0.00022 mm
apart. That is 1,000 times smaller than the width
of a human hair. These rows are so straight that
the maximum distance they go out of line are
0.00002 mm. NO MACHINE HUMANS have
ever made have this type of accuracy!
If two people hold a rope and shake the end
up and down you will notice some of the
waves cancel each other out. The ridges on
this butterfly do the same thing with light. The
ridges are spaced exactly far enough apart to
reflect the blue light but cancel out the other
colors. Evolution has no way to create beautiful
structures just for looks. These wings were
created to show the handy work of God.
The metamorphosis and the complex surface
of these wings would not be possible unless
God designed the DNA. The DNA of a butterfly
contains more information than any computer
program ever written. Information always comes
from an intelligent source, and cannot be
produced by time and chance.

The tiny ridges on the Morpho butterflyy wings only reflect the blue
light from the spectrum.

Evolution could never produce this
incredible detail just for looks.

Some Differences between
a Caterpillar and Butterfly
The ability to fly is no small task. An airplane uses
the simple principal of lift to fly but a butterfly
uses much more complex methods including wake
capture, vortices at the wing edge, rotational
mechanisms and ‘clap-and-fling’ mechanisms.
No one has ever observed a non-flying creature
develop the ability to fly, but if evolution is true then
flight would have happened accidentally four times
(in insects, birds, bats, and pterosaurs).
CATERPILLAR

BUTTERFLY

 16 legs

 6 legs

 10 segments

 3 segments

 12 simple eyes

 2 compound eyes

 Eats plants

 Drinks juice

 Mouth

 Feeding tube

 Walks

 Flies

 Infertile

 Reproductive organs

